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P REFACE

This handbook presents the methods used in testing and

evaluating aircraft fuel subsystems at the Air Force Flight

Test Canter (AFFPTC), Edwards AFB, California. The work was
done under the authority of the Study Plan for Development of a
Handbook for Aircraft Fuel Subsystem Testing.

The format of this handbook is chosen to make it easily
used by project engineers of the Subsystems Branch, Airframe
Systems Division of Flight Test Engineering, AFFTC. It is
designed to introduce a newly assigned flight test engineer
to the subject and provide a working reference for planning
and conduct of fuel subsystem flight tests and analysis, evalu-

k ation and reporting of results.

The material in this handbook on test planning and on
analysis and interpretation was largely derived by updating,
augmenting and re-formating instruction material already in
existence.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide the AFFTC Flight
Test Engineer responsible for evaluation of an airplane

fuel system with the background, ph 4osophy and procedures
for planning, conduct# data analysis and evaluation' of fuel
system tests. It is advisory in nature and neither supersedes
Air Force Requirements nor relieves the Flight Teqt Engineer
of the exercise of judgement in its application.

The following subjects are addrossedt
1. The objective of the AFFTC evaluation and its

relationship to design requirements and to the needs of the

operational user.

2. Fuel system elements and basic functions.

3. A review and analysis of requirements (MIL-F-38363)

4. Planning of flight tests.

5. Data analysis and system evaluation.
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OBJECTIVES AND ENVIRONMENT OF AFFTC TESTS

The AFFTC is a bridge between the design engineer and
the operational user. Center evaluations of aircraft require
not only engineering expertise to conduct a technical evaluation
but also a keen and perceptive evaluation of the needs of the
operator and of the environment in which the aircraft is to
fulfill its mission. As an illustration of operation needs
one may consider the tactical pilot who may have to operate
in an environment ranging from difficult and distracting to
actively hostile. Fuel systems should be designed to minimize
pilot distraction and workload. For example, precision flying
in the downwash of a large tanker is only one of many required
skills and is an interruption of his basic mission. Hence,
operation of the refueling subsystem should be accomplished
quickly and require only a reasonable level of skill and
coiicentration. It should also fill internal (non-droppable)
taitks first. Similarly, field servicing should be fast, simple
and as error proof under stress as is reasonably feasible.

Considerable attention will necessarily be given to testing
against specific requirements but the flight test engineerI
should seek comment from flight crews with operational experience

adcontinuously encourage ground crews to evaluate the aircraft
as an operational system. The present Handbook attempts to
emphasize this approach but in the last resort it cannot be
fully defined in print but must be ensured by the attitude and
objectives of the test team.

POSITION OF AFFTC IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION PROCESS

Figure I (page 83) presents an overview ot development,
test and evaluation and indicates where AFFTC fits in the
process.

The contractor responds to the specific, program peculiar
requirements of his contract and to general fuel system require-
ments with an "end item specification" for the fuel system of
his aircraft. He then design his system and tests it on a
simulator which embodies the actual hardware and geometry to
be used. Date from these tests are primarily reviewed by the
System Project Office, Aeronautical System Division. The
contractor is also required to demonstrate compliance with
specification by flight test of an aircraft representative of
the production version.

The function of AFFTC is primarily to oversee and cooperate
in these flight tests, performing independent analyses of the
data and, if necessary, conducting additional tests. AFFTC

* also establishes actual aerial refueling envelopes, using as a
starting point conservative envelopes validated by Aeronautical
System Division from contractor data.

* I 10



AGENCIES INVOLVED

Tests of the fuel system are usually conducted by a Combined
Test Force, involving a number of Air Force agencies as well an
the contractor. Table I (page 59) shows the interest and
responsibility of each of the major agencies usually involved.
It is important to appreciate the interest and expertise of
the agencies involved in orreer to cooperate effectively. For
example,

a. The contractor develops the system and demonstrates to
¶ ~the system Program of fice that it meets specifications.

b. The System Program office reviews and analyzes the
data to check compliance.

c. The AFFTC independently analyzes data, performs additional
tests as necessary, works with the System Program office and thus
provides an independent evaluation.

MULTI-PURPOSE FLIGHT TESTS

Many fuel systems tests having secondary importance will
be performed during other tests or during flight which also
involve other tests. Hence, the engineer responsible for theF t fuel system tests must%

a. See that his tests are properly performed.

b. ianRure that any incidents pertinent to the fuel system
are observed and reported by flight or ground crews, whenever
they occur.

such as Human Factors, Reliability and Maintainability or

Technical Order Verification. Such interfaces are identified

in the section on planning of flight tests.

.7-jlVM71



F I
F.OT, SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND ELEMENTS

This section presqnts a review of the functions, subsystems
and components of the fuel systems of military aircraft, illus-
trated by reference to actual fuel systems of a cargo aircraft
(C-130H) and a modern fighter (F-15). It is the responsiblity
of the project engineer to become intimately familiar with the
fuel uystem of his aircraft and to be alert for possible weak
points. Examples which have entered service includes

a. Trailing ongines of a multi-engined transport starved
in a sideslip.

b. All engines quit in a mild pushover.

c. Gravity fuel transfer (after transfer pump failure)
insufficient to maintain level in feed tanks except at fairly
nose-high attitudes.

d. Fuel going to one wing in an uncoordinated turn

e. Premature shut-off when refueling due to fuel slosh

The Air Force aircraft is a military platform whose
function is to move weapons, cargo or personnel in support of
military objectives. This presupposes a propulsion system,
which in turn must be supported by a fuel system. Fuel is
heavy and bulky and takes up a large portion of the total
weight of and space available in the aircraft. Often it

F must be stowed at appreciable distancws from the airplane
center of gravity, with the result that the sequence in
which the tanks are used can impact stability and control-lability. Fuel is also flammable and potentially explosive.

Hence the fuel system, although a support system, can have aI. major adverse impact on operability. The well-designed fuel
system must support the aircraft in its mission safely, simply
and with minimum constraints. It must operate satisfactorily
throughout the flight envelope and during all permissible
maneuvere on aircraft "normally operated by a single pilot"
it must be fully automatic in its normal flight functioning
after activation.

Fuel system functions and elements will now be discussed
with particular relationship to:

a. The C-130H system, representative of system supervised
by a flight engineer.

S~b. The F-15A system, representative of an automatic system

"for an aircraft "normally operated by a single pilot".

12
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The schematic for the C-130H system is shown in Figures 2
(port side) and 3 (starboard side). The fuel control panel,
which is mounted overhead, is shown in Figure 4 (page 86).
This panel shows a quite effective approach to meetingth
requirements of MIL-F-38363B, paragraph 3.5.3.10, forte
cockpit fuel controls, which include the following:

Controls shall be grouped in a functional manner.

P A simplified diagram shall be inscribed on the panel
with tanks represented by their symbols or by quantity indicators.

Switches shall clearly indicate ability of fuel to flow
or be stopped.

Figure 5 (page 87 ) shows the tank layout and the gaging
presentation for the F-15A. The gage pointer indicates total
internal fuel (with readings multiplied by 1000). The upper
counter marked TOTAL LBS indicates total internal plus external
fuel. The two lower counters, marked LEFT and RIGHT, and a
selector switch provide individual tank monitoring and a check
of the indicator. Figure 6 shows the location of the fuel
systema controls and indicators. Since the F-I5A system is
basically automatic, the panel is rather simple. The schematic
for 4.6e total system is shown in Figure 7.

TYPICAL FEATURES OF FUEL SYSTEMS

The C-130H fuel system is reasonably representative of multi-I
engined aircraft. Also, as it is manually controlled by the
flight engineer the implementation of some functions is more
easily followed. This system (Figures 2 through 4) will therefore

r be used to illustrate the basic functions and features of the
fuel systems of military aircraft.

IIIt is required that there be one main (feed) tank per
engine, by which that engine is normally supplied (tanks 1
through 4 of Figures 2 and 3). Fuel is normally pumped from
each main tank hy a booster pump. Unless the primary feed is
by gravity flow there must be a backup mode such as tank pres-
surization or gravity feed. (The C-130H uses gravity feed as
backup.) There is a low pressurei warning light switch at each
engine.

it is also required that it be possible to feed any or all
- .engines f row any main tank. Control of this *cross-feed* is

effected by the cross-feed valve switches and cross-feed
separation switch (between port and starboard sides, primarily
to balance fuel in the two wings).

13



Other tanks, whether internal or external, are classified
in MIL-F-38363 as "transfer" tanks. Usually these replenish
the main tanks. In the case of the C-130H, however, they
feed the engines directly through the cross-feed manifold.
Their pumps deliver a higher pressure than those in the main
tanks, resulting in preferential feed from the auxiliary tanks.
The C-130H has two internal auxiliary tanks and two optional
exterral tanks.

Military aircraft are now required to have an explosion
suppression subsystem such as nitrogen (or Halon 1301) pressur-
ization or reticulated polyurethane foam. The C-130H does
not have this, while the F-15 has foam for fire/explosion
suppression.

Tanks must be protected from excessive differential
pressure, positive or negative. The C-130H tanks are vented to
the atmosphere. Those in the F-15 are pressurized by engine
bleed air, which maintains positive pressures during fast
descents, and have excess pressure venting. Tanks must be
designed to leave an expansion space when filled normally, but
overboard venting of excess fuel must also be provided.

MIL-F-38363 requires that all aircraft with an internal
fuel capacity of 600 gallons or more should have provision for
refueling of all tanks from one or more pressure refueling
points. The C-130 has a single point located in the right aft
landing gear fairing. This receptacle can be used for refueling
and defueling. It supplies the tanks through the refuelingi • manifold, each tank having its own float operated shut-off valve.

Each tank can also be individually filled through a filler
opening in top.

Provision should be made to dump fuel quickly &A1 d safely in
preparation for an emergency landing. On the C-130H there is a
dump switch for each tank. Tne system dumps all fuel overboard
except 2100 pounds in each outboard main tank, 1800 pounds in

* :each inboard main tank and 60 pounds in each external tank.

A sump is usually provided in each tank to collect water
and contaminants. This must be drainable without draining the
tank. The C-130H ha& a system to keep the water stirred up.
It also has a heater at each engine to prevent ice in the fuel
from blocking the fuel flow.

i • Aerial refueling is provided in most Air Force aircraft.
This is discussed below as part of the discussion of the sub-
system.

FUEL SYSTEM SUBSYSTEMS

MIL-F-38363 divides the fuel system into eight sub-
systems. The functions of these will now be discussed, using
the C-130H and F-15A/B as illustrative examples.

14
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Engine Feed and Transfer Snbsystem

This moves the fuel from the tanks to the engine(s) and
also moves fuel between tanks. Each engine is n~ormally supplied
from its own "main" or "feed" tank but on multi-engined aircraft
it is required that any or all engines can be supplied from any
main tank. In normal operation fuel is transferred out of the
main tank by a fuel boost pump, with engine compressor bleed
pressurization or, in some cases, gravity feed as a backup.

Boost and transfer pumps are commonly operated individually
* by electrical or hydraulic power. The A-7 and the A-10, how-

ever, use ejector pumps for boost and transfer, operated by
high speed fuel flow from other pumps. On the A-7, for example,
there are two such primary pumps, one engine driven and one
hydraulically driven. Ejector pumps are very simple and
highly rell~able.

In the case of the C-130H the boost pump switches for the
main tanks, the cross-feed valves, and the transfer controls to
move fuel from the auxiliary and the (optional) external tanksI
are all mounted on the fuel control panel (Figure 4 Page 86 ). All

subsystem is automatic. The control panel is limited to (a)

switches to control transfer from and refueling of the external
tanks, (b) a refueling slipway control switch and (c) a dump
switch. Fuel is transferred from the external tanks to internal
transfer tanks by regulated bleed air pressure only. The bleed4
air pressure to the wing external tanks is higher than that to
the centerline tanks, so that they normally transfer first.
Transfer from the internal transfer tanks to the feed tanks is
normally by pumps which run continuously. Fuel can be gravity
fed if the transfer pumps should fail. Feed to the engines 1.'s
normally by right and left main boost pumps. These are backed
up by an emergency boost pump in the left engine feed tank
(actually, a pair of interconnected tanks) which can feed both
engines and is automatically activated in the case of a failure
of either boost pump. The emergency pump alone can supply
both engines at all non-afterburner settings at altitudes up
to 30,000 feet. Cross feed in emergency operation is automatic.

Fuel TankSubsystem:

As noted above, there must be one *main* or "feedft tank
per engine. All other tanks are classified an "transfer" tanks,
including fixed tanks and droppable tanks. In some systems
transfer tanks can supply the engine directly by an override system.

The C-130H has four Integral main tanks (one per engine)
and two auxiliary tanks in the wing inboard of the engines.
Each auxiliary tank is made up of three bladder type cells

15 J



interconnected to form one assembly. Additionally, two optional
all-metal external fuel tanks may be carried on pylons between
the inboard and outboad engines. The F-15 has four internal
fuselage tanks and two integral (wet) tanks in the wings.
External fuel may be carried in thre drappable tanks mounted
on the centerline and at the inboard wing stations or, in
later models, in "conformal" tanks. Fuselage tank 2 normally
feeds the right engine and tanks 3A and 35, which are inter-
connected, the left engine. All other tanks are transfer
tanks.

Pressurization and Explosion Suppression Subsystem:

Requlated bleed air is used to maintain a positive
pressure in all tanks. It is also used to transfer fuel from
external tanks. to internal tanks and may also be used as a
backup means of internal transfer. An explosion suppression

Ssubsystem is now called fore normally either baffle material

(reticulated polyurethane foam) or an inert gas system. The
F-15A has foam protectioni The C-130H does not have an
explosion suppression system or bleed are pressurization.

Fuel Vent Subsystem:

Vents are required to protect the fuel tanks from

destructive pressures during, for example, fast descent.
They must dump any excess fuel safely, but must not permit
siphoning or cause transfer of fuel between tanks trough the
vent plumbing. The C-130H tanks are vented to maintain

N' atmospheric pressure. The inboard main tanks and the auxiliary
tanks have a "wraparound" vent system which permits venting
even when the wings are not level. The outboard main tanks

mI are vented by a float controlled vent valve to prevent loss.
of fuel overboard on the ground. In contrast, the F-15A
tanks are pressurized as soon as the weight is off the landing
gear and are protected by excess pressure relief valves and
also vacuum relief valves.

:. Fuel Quantity Gaging Subsystem:

It is required that this give a continuous reading of
total fuel and of the fuel in each main (feed) tank.

$ Quantitites in other tanks may be shown by switching. If the
. Icenter of gravity of the fuel is important. (and controllable

by the crew) this also must be displayed. Figures 4 and 6
(Pages 86 and 88) show the gaging presentation for the C-130H
and the F-15A, respectively. It will be seen that each is
well suited to the needs and environments of the operational crews.

Ground Refueling and Defueling Subsystem:

On all aircraft with.an internal fuel capacity of 600
gallons or more provision must be made for pressure refueling
of all tanks from one or more points as' desired, as well as for
gravity refueling. Provision must be made for defueling normally
and after a wheels-up landing. The C-130 is pressure re-
fueled or defueled on the ground from a single-point receptacle

16



in the right aft landing gear fairing. The F-15A is pressure
refueled at a point below the fuselage and defueled at a
point by the right main wheel well. It does not meet the
requirement for defueling after a wheels up landing without
being raised to provide access to the defueling point.

Aerial Refueling Subsystem:

Paragraph 3.12 of MIL-F-38363B states that "all aircraft
shall have aerial refueling capability installed or the
space and structural provisions for aerial refueling".
T1his subsystem is a major concern of AFFTC flight test
since it involves inflight performance and handling
compatibility of tanker and receiver, operating envelopes
and the overall acceptability of the tanker-receiver
combination in the appropriate operational context.
Provision is required to refill all/any tanks in flight.
Large aircraft use the boom/receptacle technique but aircraft
with gross weight below 75,000 pounds may use the probe and
drogue method if this is shown to be more suitable.

The boom method requires that the receiver aircraft fly
accurate formation behind the tanker and in its down wash,
the angle of which varies with both vertical and horizontal
location, while the receiver weight is changed markedly by
loading fuel. Position is attained using director lights
on the tanker and boom operator instructions if radio
transmission is permissible. The boom operator then inserts
the (telescopic) boom in the receiver receptacle. The boom

s nlra leineme
tension disconnect, but in case of failure of the catch,
contact can be maintained by boom pressure. After connection
has been made communication is by an induction system in
the boom.

Figure 8 (page 90) illustrates the boom installation of
the KC-135 tanker. The operator can control the boom in
length, azimuth and elevation. It must be recognized that
in KC-135 boom operation "elevation" is measured downward
from the tanker waterline. The boom is controllable in
length from 404 to 551 inches (6 ft to 18 ft extension).
The mechanical limits in azimuth are + 30 deg, but disconnect
is effected at + 10*. The disconnect-envelope in "elevation"
is 20 deg to 46-deg (downward from the tanker waterline).

The KC-10 has an Advanced Aerial Refueling Boom which
gives a wider azimuth envelope and greater maximum length.
It is controlled in "pitch" and "roll", where "pitch" is

". the angle between the boom and an approximately horizontal
reference axis and "roll" involves describing and arc about
that axis (Figure 9). (This is rather similar to aircraft
pitch and roll measured relative to the direction of flight).
The pitch envelope is 20 deg to 60 deq and the roll envelope
+ 25 deg. Its length is 434 inches retracted and 680 inches
ixtended, but in operation the telescopic extension is form
5 feet to 22 feet.

17



The receiver has a receptacle feeding the refueling

manifold, a slipway to guide the boom nozzle into the
receptacle and, usually, a retractable door. The slipway
has lights to illuminate both it and the receptacle bore
for night refueling. The receiver pilot also has indicator
lights as followst Ray o otc

Blue"Rayfocott
Green "Latched"
Amber "Disconnected"

and optionally Green "Door unlocked"

Probe drogue tanker installations are of two types.
The KC-135 uses a boom to drogue adapter kit with which a
boom operator has some control over the drogue position,
which can be used in testing to establish a disconnect
envelope (Figure 10 page 92). other installations such as
that in the KC-130 and the hose/reel system in the KC-10
do not have this kind of control by the tanker. In all
cases the receiver pilot is responsible for hook-up by
maneuvering the probe on his aircraft into the drogue
receptacle.

Fuel DuMp Subsystem:

feThis is required to enable fast, safe off-loading of
fulwhile in flight in preparation for an emergency landing

or an impending crash condition. The C-130H has a fuel
dump switch for each tank. With the F-15A dumping is
each internal wing tank, upon which the transfer pumps in
fuselage tank No.1 and the internal wing tanks force fuel out
of the wing dump mast(s). The external fuel transfers into
the wing tanks and tank No.1 and is then dumped. Fuel from
the main (feed) tanks is not dumped.

Heat Exchangers:

on high performance aircraft fuel is used as a convenient
heat sink into which to dump excess heat from oil, avionics
systems and so on. For example, on the F-15 (Figure 7)
fuel pumped from the main tanks passes through heat
exchangers on its way to the engines. If the fuel
temperature out of these heat exchangers exceeds 195 dog. F
bypass valves open which allow additional fuel flow to the
exchangers. This additional fuel flow, which is limited to
10 gal/mmn per engine is returned to the internal wing
tanks and so cycles back through the system. This type of
arrangement can result in excessive engine fuel inlet

4 temperatures in flight after hot soak on the groun~d. It
can also result in the cooled systems going off line if
boost pumps fail, due to heat build up in the cooled systems.
Particular attention should be paid to fuel temperatures at.4 the engine fuel pump inlet in high Mach number aircraft at'I conditions when aerodynamics beating may cause high
temperatures in the fuel in the tanks.

.... ......



REVIEW OF DESIGN AND TEST REQUIREMENTS

This section reviews the requirements for deaign and
teat of fuel systems from the standpoint of the AFFTC flight
test engineer, who represents the ultimate user of the
aircraft, in order to familiarize the engineer with the
total test picture and with the background against which he
is to plan and conduct his tests. Detailed discussion of
planning and conduct of specific tests on specific aircraft
follow in a later section.

General requirements for the design and test of fuel systems
are contained in Military specification MIL-F-38363. Based
on this, the supplier:

a. Creates a fuel system specification for the proposedi airplane which forms part of the lend item specification" of
the contract. This, including any variances from the
general specification, must be approved by the procuring
agency.

b. Performs tests on a simulator to verify fuel system
performance. The simulator reproduces the geometry and
hardware to be used o~n the airplane.

c. Performs ground and flight test on an airplane
representative of the production version to finally
demonstrate fiel system performance.

The function of AFFTC is primarily to oversee and
cooperate in (c), perform independent analysis of the data

I;and, if necessary, perform additional tests to ensure that
the airplane meets requirements, with special emphasis on
being satisfactory in the operational environments in which
it will be used.

Design requirements are given in Section 3 of MIL-F-383631
for the fuel system as a whole and for each subsystem.
Tests to be performed on the simulator are specified in Section
4.4 and tests to be performed on the airplane in Section 4.5
Of the requirements in Section 3, some are detail design
requirements, verifiable against the detailed fuel system
specification for the particular aircraft, while others
require verification by test on the simulator and/or the aircraft.

1Specific paragraph references in the following discussion are
to MIL-F-38363B. The reader should consult the most recent
revision of the specification.
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CLASSIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS OTHER THAN FLIGHT REFUELING
REQUIREMENTS

In developing an overview of the program, it ic helpful
tc first consider all requirements not associated with aerial
refueling as a group. It is also helpful to subdivide this
group as follows:

a. Requirements associated with normal fuel system
functioning under all design operating conditions.

b. Requirements for operation with one or more component
failure.

c. Requirements associated with specific items, conditions
and functions (e.g., fuel dumping).

d. Maintainability and serviceatility requirements.

Nominal Fuel System Functioning 2 :

Requirements of this type which lead to flight test
requirements are summarized in Table 2 (page 60). In essence
these requirements are that in normal operation, without
component failure, all aspects of fuel system operation
shall function correctly under all design operating conditions.
Examples are continuous feed to the engines under all
conditions, control of center of gravity, tank pressurization
and venting. The flight test requirement is to confirm
proper functioning over the flight envelope. Hence one
key to effective and efficient flight test is to identify
those parts of the operational envelope which stress the
functions to be verified. As an obvious example, fast,
high-powered climb stresses tank venting, fuel feed and
transfer while fast descent checks pressurization. Fast
rolls, nideslip, pushovers and (where applicable) inverted
flight check fuel feed in necessary parts of the flightS~envelope. Multiengined aircraft have in the past enteredservice whose engines flamed out in sideslip or in a mild

pushover (0.3g). Severe weigbt asymmetry has resulted

from unintended fuel t.;nsfer between wings in uncoordinated
turns.

Operation with One or More Component Failures:

SRequirements of this type which lead to flight test
requirements are summarized in Table 3, page 63. It is re-

S'-6 quired that the aircraft be able, for example, to cosiplete
its mission in the event of failure of one booster pump or
one transfer pump. Hence, operation of all engine at MAX
power must be possible in the event of such failure on

* aircraft with afterburning engines.

2 "Nominal" functioning is without subsystem or component
failure.
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Requirements Associated with Specific Conditiors and
Functionsa

This is a mixed group (Table 4 page 64). R*4uirement
3.5.3.2.1, that "the fuel system shall be designed to
operate throughout the temperature range shown in Table
5" requires repeating a selected set of the general functional4l tests in extreme temperature environments (Alaska, Eglin
Climatic Hanger). Demonstration of compliance with 3.5.3.2.2
(ice in fuel) could be part of the above tests or could be
an ir 1-pendent ground test.

Compliance with the requirement for safe, fast fuel
dumping and the requirements on fuel transfer (Section 3.6)
will obviously be demonstrated by specific direct flight
tests.

Maintenance and Serviceability Requirements:

When testing for compliance with maintenance and service-
ability requirements it is particularly important to evaluate
compliance in the expected context oi operational maintenance.
High priority flight test programs may have a degree of
specialized contractor assistance which would not beI available to an operational unit. The flight test engineer
should ensure that the operational context is kept in mind
by all personnel concerned with evaluation of maintainability
"and serviceability.

t Table 6 page 67 summarizes major requirements in theI category from M-L-F-35363. There is a blanket requirement
for maintainability with standard tools (paragraph 3.4)
which should be kept in mind by all concerned throughomt
the te3t program. There are a number of specific requirements
on accessibility for which suggested approaches are given
.n tl-e ce~mmenta column. In general, if the Maintenance
Manual procedures meet requirements a check test should
only be necepsary if there is reason to doubt that these
procedures are realistic. However, the times to install
tanks (paragraphs 3.7.1.9.1 and Z.7.2.2.2) should be checked
for representative cuses for the operaticnal style maintenance
context. Refueling tiis must be checked by specific
dedicated tests. Ttems such as liquid nitrogen servicing
rates can c-oklveniently be checked during routine maintenance.

* REQU IREVIEUT ASSOCIATED WITH FLIGxT REFUELING

This Handbook addresses only testing a receiver aircraft
in association with fully qualified tanker, since the t-wed
to qualify tankers arises infrequently.
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The emphasis of tests associated with aerial refueling
in somewhat different from that of other tests of fuel sub-

L systems. In the other tests, the emphasis is on showing
that the fuel system, in addition to meeting a number of
specific requirements, does not unduly constrain the
operational capability of the aircraft. In aerial refueling
tests. the conflyurations and performance envelopes of t'ho
tanker aircraft are given and the emphasis of the flight
tests is quite largely on establishing a refueling operational
envelope over which refueling can be satisfactorily performed
in the expected operational environment. As a result of
this difference, Section 4.5 of MIL-F-38363B calls for a
substantial amount of testing which is aimed at establishing
this receiver/tanker interface rather than at demonstrating
compliance with specific requirements laid down in SectionI ~3.12 of the specification. AF!'rCR 80-3 establishes general
requirements for aerial refueling testing. Instrumented KC-
135 and KC-10 tankers are used.

Test aircraft which have unqualified aerial refueling
systems must have an approved preliminary aerial refueling
envelope established before any aerial refueling tests.
Approval is normally the responsibility of the system

j program office for the receiver aircraft being tested. The
system program office should furnish the approved preliminary
envelope to Bomber Test Operations and Flight Test Engineering.

N Subsystem Branch for review before scheduling refueling
tests.

The ground tests are summarized in Table 7 (page 72)
for both receptacle and probe/drogue systems. These are
designed to check functioning as far as possible and
establish a conservative operational envelope before
proceeding to flight tests. Functional tests are performed
of all components.

If feasible, the effectiveness, placement, brightness/dimness
and aiming of receptacle and formation lights, pilot director
lights, boom nozzle lights. drogue lighting and platform

* reference lights will be evaluated on the ground under
simulated night conditions. Receiver lighting will be
evaluated by boom operators for boom receiver qualifications.
Receiver pilots will evaluate drogue lighting for probe
receiver qualification. Both the boom operator and receiver
pilot will evaluate the adequacy of night lighting for
tanker qualifications.

* I *~Also, if feasible, tanker/receiver compatibility will
be chocked at the boom 0 degrees azimuth position and a
limited number of fuel transfer rates on the ground prior to
aerial refueling.
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To fully qualify receiver aircraft, the following flight
testing will be performedt

(1) Acoomplish all items to qualify a receiver or tanker
eircraft: system compatibility checkout, proximity tests,
approved aerial refueling envelope.

(2) Demonstrate functional compatibility for tanker and
receiver manual operation.

(3) Demonstrate pressure refueling.

(4) Perform pressure disconnects in accordance with
MIL-F-38363 and AFFTCR 80-3.

(5) Demonstrate tension disconnects to establish system
integrity at several boom angular positions in accordance with
MIL-F-38363 and AFFTCR 80-3.

(6) Demonstrate use of independent disconnect capability
(if applicable).

(7) Demonstrate reverse refueling (if applicable).

(8) Demonstrate the adequacy of night refueling.

Flight testing proceeds in the following sequence:

a. Proximity tests are performed to establish envelope
compatibility for airspeed, altitude, formatting capability,
aircraft configurations and gross weights.

b. Contacts are accomplished initially within a
conservative contact envelope. This contact envelope is
then expanded in an orderly and conservative manner in
conjunction with disconnect envelop* expansion.

c. Disconnect envelope expansion is conducted by
selection of coordinate points for an orderly and conservative
envelope development. Envelope limits are determined
through this process.

Probe/drogue aerial refueling qualification testing will
similarly include ground and flight tests and will proceed
in a manner analogous to the boom method of refueling.

S• The boom to drogue adapter kit (RDA) will be installed on
* the instrumented NKC-135A or an instrumented hose-reel

installation (KC-lO) will be used for receiver or tanker
aerial refueling qualification.
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ALL-WEATHER TESTS AND TESTS WITH ALTERNATE FUELS

All aircraft are required to undergo All-Weather
testing. Tests with alternate fuels are required to ensure
interoperability for aircraft to be deployed to Europe
(NATO forces, JP8) or the Pacific (US Navy, JP5). Handbook
deals only with the fuel subsystem parts of such teats and
does not consider, for example, engine starts at very low
temperatures or with alternate fuels.

~AlWether Tes ting:

Procedures for these tests are described in Reference 3.
These programs normally include tests in the McKinley Climatic
Laboratory at Eglin AFB and field test at sites such as Alaska
(winter), El Centro NAS (desert summer) and in the Canal

Zone (tropical).

Essentially full operational capability is required
under extreme operational conditions, although some special
procedures may be acceptable for an otherwise satisfactory
system. The full range of fuel subsystem tests is not
repeated, but normal operational profiles are demonstrated.
Foi high performance aircraft with oil-fuel heat-exchangers

after ground heat soak to evaluate fuel control inlet

t-emperattnres. Tents will also include, in addition to
tiorial Iopberatti onal profiles

1. Ground and flight tests with failed boost pumps.

2. Checks of adequate fuel expansion space and venting
and fuel drain.

3. Checks of functioning of refueling doors, etc.,

after icing or under freezing conditions after rain.

4. Checks of tank sealing under extreme temperatures.

5. Tests with alternate fuels.

-1 6. Tests of any components suspected to be susceptible
to extreme weather condition.

b] The required fuel subsystem tests are defined in a Test

~.t information Sheet, which is integrated into a Test Integration

Plan by the All-Weather test engineer (Reference 3).
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Alternate Fuel Tests:

Essentially full operational capability is required with

an alternate fuel. Usually however some special procedures under
adverse (e.g. very cold) conditions are necessary and are
acceptable. Testing will, however, address only components
and operations which could be affected by the change in fuel.
Primary concern is usually with use of kerosene type fuels for
turbine engines (JP5, JP8 or commercial jet fuels) as alternates
to JP4 ( gasoline).4 Military JP-4 and commercial Jet B are gasoline type fuels
the others are kerosene type fuels. The purpose for JP-4 is to
meet military operational requirements - specifically low"temperature/high altitude.

The Navy (JP-5 fuel) sacrificied military operational
requirements (low temp - high altitude) to minimize fire hazard
on board aircraft carriers. The commercial airlines are
concerned with cost and fire hazard, thus Jet A and Jet A-1 are
similiar to JP-5 but because of cost the flash points are not
as high as JP-5. The commercial Jet B is the commercial
equivalent of JP-4. Although the specification shows only minus
50 deg F freeze point, it is a gasolene type fuel and as such
has a much lower freeze point than the kerosene type commercial
fuels Jet A and Jet A-1. As in the case of JP-4 it has a very
low flash point because of the increased fire hazard and the
higher cost, Jet B is not used as much as Jet A and Jet A-1
fuels.

Table 8 (Page 73) presents a comparison of significant
parameters taken from References 4 and 5. Those of primary
significance are viscosity (primarily at very low temperatures),
density and dielectric constant, flash point and the presence
of icing inhibitors. Kerosene fuels may have quite high viscosities
at low temperatures (e.g. -30 deg F) and freeze at around -60
deg F This can affect engine feed and intertank transfer flows
at low temperatures. It can also affect the engine fuel controls,
which are not legally part of the fuel subsystem but would be
evaluated during the same test program. Density and dielectric
constant can affect fuel quantity indicators. The higher flash
point makes kerorene fuels safer to handle but can affect engine
starts at low tewperature. (When C-5s were being used to ferry
equipment to Israel they had to keep enough JP4 to start the
engines. They could then operate with the commer'ial type fuel
available). Thus the primary thrust of fuel subsystem tests
with alternate fuels will be to evaluate fuel feed and transfer,
including spot checks of degraded configurations likely to be
affected (e.g. gravity feed), 'and quantity indication. JP5 and
JP8 both have icing inhibitors added, so fuel icing should not
present a special problem. Appendix C (Page 119) gives an example
of the kind of operating limitation which may be required with
alternate fuels.
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PLANNING OF FLIGHT TESTS

This Section addresses planning of the content of the fuel
system flight test program. The administrative procedures
required to execute these plans are common to all AFFTC flight
tests and will change from time to time. The engineer should
familiarize himself with AFFTC Regulation 80-12 (Test Plan) and
AFFTC Regulation 80-13 (Test Plan Technical Review) and related
documents. kn example of a Test Information Sheet (TIS) for a
fuel system evaluation Is given in the Appendix A (Page 93).

Safety planning procedures are similarly applicable across

the board to flight testing and the engineer should familiarize
himself with references 8 and 9. Certain aspects of fuel system
testing are, however, particularly hazardous and call for very
careful attention to safety by the engineer. Examples are
refueling (especially "over-wing"), hot refueling, defueling,
and tests with boost pumps off. Examples of Test Project Safety
Reviews (AFFTC Form 28) are given in Appendix B (Page i05).

Fuel system tests will usually be conducted in the context
of Combined Test Force (CTF) operatioi.- and will consist of a

J coordinated, combined program. This program should be designed
f to meet the needs of all interested parties - primarily the

contractor, Systems Program Office (SPO) and AFFTC. Since
a primary requirement is that the contractor demonstrate
compliance with specifications to the satisfaction of the SPO,
the contractor will normally take a leading role in planning
and executing the tests. The AFFTC fligh test engineer must,
however, ensure that the test program and the data acquired
are adequate to meet AFFTC responsibilities and must inde-
pendently analyze the data and evaluate the fuel system. ThisI engineer should also establish good communications with flight
and ground crews and ensure alertness to all fuel system
incidents relevant to evaluation.

The flight test engineer must become thoroughly familiar
with the system both as described in Flight and Maintenance
Manuals and as it exists in hardware form. These versions may
differ significantly in the development phase of a new aircraft
(and sometimes in later phuses).2: Carefvl record keeping is important. The engineer s1bould
make and adhere to specific plans to maintain detailed, accessible

.-ltand complete test records for his own protection and for the
benefit of his successor in case of promotion, transfer or
unscheduled demise.
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Information sources to be reviewed, and referenced in Test
Informaticn Sheets and reports, include the following:

Test Aircraft Flight Manual, ("dash 1") and/or Crew
Checklists
Aircraft Contract End Item Specifications
Military Specifications pertaining to the individual

system or test
Organization Maintenance Manuals ("dash 2")
Field Maintenance Manuals
Contractor System Operation and Service Manuals
Related AFFTC Reports
Formally published Contractor Test Plans
Formally published Contractor Test Reports
"Program office requests (letters, TWX's, etc.)
Related test plans includes those of other participating

commands
Test Plan Safety Reviews (AFFTC Form 28) for similar

test programs
Detailed discussions of specific tests are grouped below

as follows:

a. ground tests
b. flight tests other than aerial refueling
c. aerial refueling flight tests
d. all weather testing
e. alternate fuel operation

* iThese discussions are designed to provide readily accessible
reference material to the flight test engineer. It is recommended
that at first reading they be skimmed over fairly lightly.

FUEL SYSTEM GROUND TESTS

j Fuel system ground tests will include the following:

1 . Fuel quantity system calibration and center of
qravity measurements.

2. Ground refueling and defueling.

3. Verification of various maintenance and accessibility
capabilities.

Additioiially, the following ground tests are performed
prior to the corresponding flight tests:

4. Ground evaluation of fuel transfer.

. 5. Ground evaluation of operation with failed boost pumps.

6. Ground evaluation of aerial refueling system.
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Recommnended data parameters to be recorded on these tests

are summarized in Table 9A (Page 74).

Quantity System Calibration:

Test Objectives. These are:

1. To determine usable fuel quantity.

2. To correlate usable fuel in the aircraft with indicated

fuel quantity.

3. If center of gravity indication is provided, to correlate
actual with indicated center of gravity.

4. Specific objectives requested by the Program Office.

Teht Conditions/Procedures. The fuel quantity system
calibration test will be conducted at the AFFlC Weight and
Balance (w&B) facility (AFFTCR 80-5). This facility allows
the test to be conducted under relatively constant temperature,
no-wind conditions. The airplane can be jacked in the W&B
facility to simulate level or nose up/down attitudes. The
specific gravity and temperature of the fuel added or removed
from the airplane during the course of the evaluation can be
determined and the amount measured by a flowmeter. An
equivalent contractor facility may be acceptable provided that

adequate oversight of the tests is provided.I
The tests must include a check for sensitivity of fuel

quantity (and center of gravity) to attitude. The number
of attitudes to be checked depends on the tank configuration.
As a minimum, calibrations should be performed at ground
attitude and at the maximum flight deck angle. (Care must
be taken not to tip the aircraft on to Its tail). If the
tanks are long in the fore and aft direction and shallow

V then as many as four attitudes may be required.
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Prior to the fuel quantity system calibration all quantity
system indicated should be calibrated in accordance with
Technical Order maintenance rrocedures. The airplane should
be fueled to its completely full configuration using the normal
preflight fueling method. Normally, external fuel tank3 Are
not included in this evaluation. The airplane will then be

4 towed onto the W&B scales, leveled and weighed with all power
leads and refueling hoses installed and a crew member or test
engineer onboard to operate the fuel system controls and read
the quantity indicators. The leveling will be performed

* according to the procedures in the Organizational Maintenance
Manual for Ground Handling and Servicing. Generally, longitudinal
level is obtained by raising or lowering the scale under the
nose landing gear or tail wheel. Lateral level must be obtained
by inflating or defliting the main gear struts or by using
plywood shims. The aircraft will then be defueled incrementally,
one tank on cell at a time, and leveled and weighed after each
increment. At least two increments will be made per tank,
more if the tank is of irreqular shape. At the same time as
the aircraft is being weighed, the on-board crewman will hand
record all fuel quantity indications and a ground crewman will
hand record the aircraft weight, number of gallons offloaded,

H •and the temperature and specific gravity of the fuel. The
order of defueling the tanks will be approximately the same as
that for normal inflight burnoff and will continue until all

* * •tanks have been reduced to "unpumpable" or "unusable" fuel.
This will also produce the base-line weight of the aircraft.
The aircraft will then be refueled incrementally to its completely
full configuration. The procedure will be approximately the
same as for the defueling portion of the test except that the
sequence of tanks will be reversed, i.e., the last tank emptied
will be the first one filled, etc. The same hand-recordeddata will be taken.

If possible, this teat will be conducted concurrently
Swith the weight and balance postion of the Performance and

Flying Qualities evaluation which will also determine
aircraft center of gravity as a function of fuel quantity
onboard. Test instrumentation must be calibrated at the
same time.

. . Data/Support Requirements. The following support is
required to satisfy the test objectives of the fuel quantity
system calibration test:
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1. Weight and balince facility and assiciated equip-
ment.

2. Indicator calibrations, in accordance with main-
tenance.

3. Fuel truck support and specialized refuel/defuel
adapters.

4. Fire truck

5. Necessary data parameters are as foll-..:s

5.1 Individual tank fuel quantity - all tanks
5.2 Fuel quantity totalizer indication
5.3 Fuel temperature
5.4 Fuel specific gravity
5.5 Actual aircraft weight
5.6 Test instrumentation parameters (Table 9A,

(Page 74).

The engineer should, when planning the tests, setup
data recording sheets appropriate to the specific aircraft, to
ensure that all necessary parameters are recorded.

Ground Refueling/Defueling Evaluation:

Test Objectives. These are:

1. To determine maximum ground refueling and defueling
rates.

2. To evaluate ground refueling/defueling procedures
and checklists.

3. Specific objectives requested by the Program office.

Test Conditions/Procedures. The ground refueling/
defueln-g evaluation will be conducted in the normal aircraft
parking area or at a ground refueling pit. Environmental
conditions will be as close to ideal as practical, i.e., fair
weather, no wind, standard day or tropical day temperature,
etc. The refueling/defueling tests will be conducted using the
overall procedures of the Organizational Maintenance manual.

.4Tests will always include configurations with external tanks,
when applicable.

Refueling with JP4, which is a gasoline, is inherently
very hazardous. "Overwing" refueling is the most hazardous,
"but even single point refueling forces explosive vapor out of
the vents. It is essential not only that prescribed safety
procedures be strictly followed but that no static producing
clothing (nylon, rayon, wool, plastic) be worn in the vicinity
of the operations. People have been killed that way.
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Overwing Refueling "Overwing" (gravity) refueling,
which includes gravity refueling of fuselage as well as wing
tanks, will be conducted where applicable using a standard
fuel truck and hose/fuel nozzle to fill the aircraft fuel
tanks through the fuel service ports on the top of each wing.
The refueling sequence will be evaluated for average refueling
rate, practicality and problem areas such as poor access, fuel
foaming out of the service port which requires a reduced rate,
and safety. It will not be necessary to completely fill the
aircraft to complete this testi however, one tank should be
filled to evaluate the ability to fill the tank.

Single Point Refueling Single point refueling
(SPR) will be conducted using either a standard fuel truck and
hose with a SPR adapter, or a ground refueling pit and a SPR
adapter. These will be connected to a SPR connector on the
aircraft to refuel it through its own internal fuel manifold.
The number of receiving tanks will be varied and both manual and
automatic features utilized. The refueling sequence will be
evaluated and compared to the overwing method. Areas included
in the comparison include refueling rate, practicality, and
ease of refueling. Problem areas such as poor access, leakage,
high or potentially dangerous manifold pressure and other
safety items will be identified.

Hot Refuel and Quick Turnaround For tactical
aircraft tests of refueling with engines running are now
frequently required. These require special care, including
consideration of the configuration of the particular aircraft.
Consideration should be given to the locations of filling points
and airflow vents relative to possible hot points such as
brakes. Appendix B (Page 105) has examples of a Test Plan Safety
Review for this test, for the F-16. The engineer should study
this and similar safety reviews carefully. It is also good
practice to review hot refueling procedures in Flight Manuals
for similar classes of aircraft. An example is included in
Appendix C (Page 119)

Defueling The routine defueling method for indi-
vidual fuel tanks presented in the Organizational Maintennnce
Manual will be evaluated for ease, practicality, defuelinq
rate and safety/problem areas such as access, fuel spillage
potential, etc. It will not be necessary to completely dufuel
the airplane to complete this test.

Single Point Defueling Single point defueling will
be evaluated using a fuel truck or a ground refueling pit as
described in the single point refueling test. The number of
tanks and pumps will be varied. This refueling method will be
evaluated for ease, practicality, defueling rate and safety/
problem areas such as poor access, leakage, high or dangerous
manifold pressure and other safety items. It will not be
necessary to completely defuel the aircraft to complete this
test.
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Data/Support Requirements. The following support is
required to satisfy the test objectives of the ground refueling/
defueling evaluations

1. Fuel truck/refueling pit support and specialized
L refuel/defuel adapters.

2. Fire truck

3. Still photography (color plus black and white).

4. Motion picture photography (24/48/250 fps color, 16mm).

5. Fuel system parameter instrumentation package (in
aircraft).

6. Reduction of recorded data.

Necessary data parameters are summarized in Table 9A (Page 74)

Accessibility and Maintainability Requirements:

This area of testing involves the Human Factors and the
Reliability and Maintainability branches within Flight Test
Engineering and the Technical Order Verification Management
Division of Maintenance and Supply. Usually the fuel subsystem
flight test engineer will not take the lead role in planning
these tests, but he should make himself aware of what is being
done and use good judgment as to how actively he involves
himself in this area.

Test Objectives These are:

1. To verify operational suitability.

2. To verify compliance with the general requirements ofMIL-F-38363.

3. To verify compliance with the appropriate end item

specification.

4. Specific objectives requested by the Program Office.

Test Conditions and Procedures. Maintenance and
serviceability requirements, which include accessibility
requirements, are summarized in Table 6 (Page 67) These are of
three general types:

a. Those which can be verified by inspection of the
fuel system feature (e.g., 3.6.6.1, 3.11.1.6 MIL-P-383638)

b. Those which can be verified during routine maintenance
(e.g., 3.7.1.3.2, 3.8.2.2.5)
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c. Those which may require programming specific tests,
depending on maintenance history during the test program (eege,
3.7, 3.7.1.4, 3.7.1.9.1)

The engineer should make up a test matrix/checklist,
based on the test objectives and the appropriate specifications.
Table 10 shows a possible format, which should not be slavishly
followed. Requirements of type (a) will be worked of f by the
engineer in consultation with the maintenance crew and the
representatives of the user Commands. Requirements of type (b)
will be addressed similarly as opportunity arises during routine
maintenance. Specific tests will be called for to respond to
requirements of type (c), but these tests will be combined with
necessary maintenance operations should the opportunity arise.

Data Requirements. A record should be kept as the
* requirement of the matrlx are checked. When the airplane fails

to meet requirements the nature of the problem and the degree
of non-compliance must be recorded, together with any recommen-
dations for corrective action.

Ground Fuel Transfer Evaluation:

Test objectives These are:

1. To evaluate the normal fuel management system (if this
system is automatic it will sometimes be necessary to perform
this evaluation along with the tests of feed with boost Pumps
failed so as to achieve representative flows and tank sequencing).

2. To evaluate the procedures and check lists presented
in the Flight Manual ("Dash 1").

3. To evaluate backup/emergency fuel management
procedures while on the ground.

4. To determine fuel transfer rates.

* ii 5. Specific objectives requested by the Program Office.

Test Conditions/Procedures. The ground fuel transfer
test willb conaUc-ted on any aircraft which has a manual
fuel balancing capability and on aircraft with automatic balancing
capability when feasible. The aircraft will be parked in an

* attitude representative of normal flight and will be connected to
the ground power ground servicing equipment usually associated
with pre/post flight operations.

The ground transfer test will normally be conductedJ
concurrently with the ground refueling/defueling evaluation. It
is conducted before the inflight fuel transfer test using the
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proposed in flight procedures. A fuel imbalance whose asymmetric
moment is within the landing trim control capability of the
aircraft will be created. It will then b& corrected using the
procedures prescribed in the Flight Manual. Fuel quantity in
each tank before and after transfer and the r,ýquired time to
transfer will be recorded. The fuel transfer sequence will be
evaluated for practicability, ease of accomplishment, logical
sequence of checklist items, potential problem areas and safety.

If feasible without engines running, the fuel sequencing
will be simulated by defueling and evaluated for accuracy,
center of gravity control, practicability and ease of
accomplishment, logical sequence of check list items, potential
problem areas and safety.

Data/Support Requirements. The following support iw
required to satisfy the test objectives of the ground fuel
transfer evaluation:

1. Indicator calibrations, in accordance with maintenance
procedures. -.

2. Fuel truck and defuel adapters.

3. Fire truck

4. Fuel system parameter instrumentation package (in
aircraft).

5. Computer reduction of data.

Necessary data parameters are summarized in Table 9A (Page 74).

Ground Evaluation of Operation with Failed Boost-Pumps
and of Automatic Fusl Sequencing

Test Objectives These are:

1. To perform a preliminary evaluation of fuel feed
with boost pumps failed, as a precaution before proceeding to

flight test.

2. To perform a preliminary evaluation of fuel sequencing
when this is automatic and cannot be tested without running the
engine(s).

3. Any specific objectives requested by the Pro•-am
offfice.
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which are in part precautionary prior to forgh testv uthens

flight or simulator tests.

Fo te ootpumps faldtssa ground run of all
engines will be conducted:

a. With the normal boost pumps turned off.

b. With the backup system (emergency pump,
pressurization) also off, if the back-up mode is not gravity feed.

The boost pump inoperative ground test will consist
of an engine run on all engines similar to an installed trim
run. After engine start, the fuel tank boost pump(s) supplying
each engine will be turned off or, if the pump operates
automatically, its circuit breaker will be pulled. Power on
all engines will then be increased incrementally from idle to
maximum (takeoff) power, including afterburner. At least four
intermediate increments will be used, with at least one minute
of stabilization at each, and the throttles then retarded smoothly
to idle. During each increment, the person operating the
engines will observe the engine indicators, especially fuel
flow for fluctuations or other abnormalities. Should a
fluctuation develop, the associated boost pump will be turned
on. If the fluctuation persists all power will be smoothly
retarded to idle. If the boost pump has been rendered inoperative
by a circuit breaker that is not in the cockpit, power will be
immediately and smoothly retarded to idle. The run sequence
will be repeated at least once more to assure consistent results.

Tests of automatic fuel sequencing will be made with
extenal tanks on and filled as appropriate and with the aircraft

If in an attitude representative of flight. A run-up, take off
and flight profile will be simulated which will use fuel down
to normal minimums.

Data/Support Requirements:

1. Support as for engine trim runs

2. Fuel system parameter recording as shown in

*1 - Table 9A (in aircraft).

3. Computer reduction of recorded data.

Ground Evaluation for Aeri.al Refueling:

Te~st objectives These are:

1. To perform fit and functional tests of the aerial
) refueling system and ensure receiver/tanker compatability prior

to flight test.
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2. To determine fuel flow rate and pressures during
fuel transfer.

3. To determine surge pressures when the tanker fuel
pumps are turned on, at shut--ff of individual tanks (if
applicable) and at fuel shut-off'when the receiver is full.

4. To evaluate lighting for night refueling.

5. Specific objectives requested by the System Program
Office.

Test Ccnditions/Procedures. The aerial refueling
qualification include ground tests and evaluations using
the test aircraft as receiver and an instrumented tanker.
(AFFTC Regulation 80-3).

Boom Type Refueling Systems Prior to conducting the
flight tests the aerial refueling system will be ground checked.
The fuel system, i.e., lines, manifolds, valves, etc., will be

incrementally pressure tested with fuel to a design value
specified by the airframe contractor. This value usually
exceeds 180 psig. During this test, all components will be
verified to be free of leaks' and all bypass or pressire relief
valves function properly. Following the pressure check, all
manifold drains and pumps will be verified to function properly
and effectively.

NAfter completing the pressure check, the refueling
receptacle will be functionally checked with a test adapter
(MIL-T-83323 or appropriate adapter) to determine that the
latches open and close properly, that the disconnect coil works
properly for disconnect commands from the receiver pilot or
copilot and from the boom operator, that all refueling lights
and indicators in the cockpit work properly and in the correct
sequence, and that the secure intercom system functions properly.

After the functional check of the receptacle, a ground
test will be conducted using actual hook-up with the tanker
aircraft. PAD 19 at Edwards as well as a pad at Carswell AFB,
(General Dynamics - Ft Worth) have sufficitnt differential
elevations so that the tanker can be parked with a fighter/attack
type receiver aircraft below and behind the tanker. This allows
contact with the receiver at approximately 10 to 12 degrees
boom elevation. If an elevated pad is not available, or if a
large receiver is to be tested, fuel transfer between tanker
and receiver can be accomplished using a ground fuel transfer
hose assembly kit. This, however, is only available for the KC-
135 at this time (Reference TO KC-135(K)A-2-5-1). The pressure
disconnect switch on the receiver must be deactivated durinj
transfer tests to prevent disconnect when the receiver is full.
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Fuel transfer will be accomplished to determine flowrate,
surge and steady state pressures. Small amounts of fuel will
be transferred into various combination* of receiver tanks
using an increasing number of tanker refueling pumps. These
transfers will be characterized by several different begin-/and
end- flow receiver quantity/tank configurations in order to
generate fuel pressure surges within receiver's fuel system.
During each of the surge generating sequences it will be
necessary to monitor manifold fuel pressure indicators or
recorders on both the tanker and the receiver to determine that
the surges do not exceed specified or design values.

Based on this a determination will be made of the maximum
number of tanker pumps that should be used. Finally, the
receiver will be filled to capability and t)je surge pressure at
fuel shut-off observed.

An evaluation will be made of the suitability of the
lighting under or simulated night conditions (e.g., in a hanger)
with the receiver and tanker in as nearly correct relative
positions as is feasible. This evaluation will be made by
tanker and receiver crews, usually with participation by the
Human Factors branch of Flight Test Engineering

v ~Probe/Drogue Type Refueling Tests. Ground tests forI
probe/drogue systems are the same in principle as those
for boom type refueling systems. They will similarly include
fit and functional tests, determination of flows and surge
pressures and the maximum number of tanker pumps that can bef used and a night lighting evaluation.

Supprt Requirements. These includeI1. Fuel truck/refueling pit support and specialized
refuel/defuel adapters.

2. Fire truck.

4 3. Still photography (color plus black anid white).

4. Instrumented tanker aircraft.

S. Pad with differential tanker receiver elevations
(if feasible) for boom refueling.

Wei6. Fuel systems instrumentation package in receiver

4 0,1(if available).
7. Computer data reduction (calibration and plotting

of time histories).

S. Required data parameters summarized in Table 9A.
9. Facilities for the night lighting evaluation.
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FLIGHT TESTS OTHER THAN AERIAL REFUELING

Ta'zles 11 and 12 (Pages 80 and 81) provide an overview
of the types of flight conditions to be explored and the
fuel system tests to be conducted in those conditions.
Basically, the objective is to validate nominal fuel system
operation over the whole of the permissible flight envelope
and degraded operation over appropriately reduced envelopes.
These envelopes will be defined in the Flight Manual ("Dash
one").

Flight Conditions:

The flight conditions listed in the Table. essentially
apply to all classes of aircraft, except that aircombat
maneuvers do not apply to large bombers or transports.
Proper fuel flow in a sideslip or at loes than one "g" is,
however, very important to such aircraft.

A first step in flight planning is to identify
quantitatively the flight conditions required, using the
Flight Manual and available performance data. In a Combined
Test Force operation these conditions may have already been
selected by the contractor, and reviewed by the System
Program Office, but in this case the AFFTC engineer must also
review them to satisfy himself that they are adequate. TheI contractor System Operational Analysis should obtained
reviewed by the flight test engineers.

Failure Modes: aayi hl ecnutdadarpr

Paragraph 3.5.2.1 of MIL-F-38363B states that: "A complete
fuel system failure aayi hl ecnutdadarpr
prepared. The analysis shall encompass any component or
system failure that has any effect on the fuel system and
any fuel component or system failure that affects any other
aircraft component or system. The study shall not be
limited to single failures but should account for multiple
failures in critical flight modes and during emergency conditions".

The flight test engineer should examine the fuel
subsystem and the Flight Manual to identify failure modes
and determine what combinations should be tested. it is
not feasible to write universal instructions for this task
in a readable form. Table 13 (page 82 illustrates the approach
to the task by showing the tests performed on the F-15 in

2 a variety of conditions of partial failure. It is important
to approach the task with both thoroughness and imagination.
As an example, when the F-15 system reverted to gravity
transfer from the fuselage transfer tank, it was found that

* a fairly nose-high attitude was necessary to provide an
adequate transfar rate to the feed (main) tanks. A computer
simulation of the fuel subsystem may be of substantial
assistance in identifying potentially critical areas.
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Punctioning in Climbs Dives and Maneuvers:

These tests are to evaluate the nominal functioning of
the fuel system (i.e.# no component failures) in stressing
parts of the permissible aircraft flight envelope and also
operation with partial failure. The aircraft is to be able
to complete its mission after a single failure and to be
recovered after a double failure.

Test Objecives. These are to:

1. Demonstrate proper feed and transfer in climbs,
rapid descents, and all permissible stressing maneuvers.

2. Demonstrate proper pressurization and venting.

3. Demonstrate proper functioning of explosion
suppression subsystem, if of inert gas type.II 4. Any specific objectives requested by the Program

Test Conditions and Procedures. Flight test and
fuel syste oerating conit oMns will include the following:

1. Sustained normal climb at MAX power: nominal and
feed boost pump off.

2. Sustained normal climb at MIL power: nominal and
feed boost pump off.

3. Past idle power descent: nominal with one pressuri-
zation system failed.

4. Miaximum permissible sideslip, pushover, maximum
L roll rate, inverted flight if permitted% nominal and feed

boost pumps off.

5. In high performance aircraft, zoom climb and dives:
nominal and one pressurization system failed. Extreme
attitudes must not be entered for fuel system tests until
these attitudes have been cleared from a flying qualities
standpoint.

A 6. In aircraft with an attack function, simulated
weapons passesi nominal and feed boost pumps off.

Operation at take off power with boost pumps off will
be checked by ground test. Take off and landing will be
performed with all pumps on. On aircraft with automatically
operating pumps, special switches must be installed in the
cockpit. After setting up test conditions the test pump
will then be turned off.
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Operation boost off will be demonstrated up to the Handbook
limits - for example in supersonic flight at low altitude. Limit
conditions should always be approached by a build up procedure.

On three - o-. four-engine aircraft the test will be
done with an inboarc (center) pump feeding one engine turned
off, then repeated with an outboard pump feeding another
engine turned off. A full throttle climb or maximum perform-
ance climb will be performed from approximately 5000 feet
pressure altitude to the maximum operating altitude for the
"aircraft. The engine instruments, especially fuel flow,
will be monitored for fluctuations or other abnormalities
attributable to insufficient fuel. Should fluctuations
occur, the boost pump will be immediately turned on, the climb
terminated and level flight attained. The aircraft will then
descend with the pump off to a typical cruise altitude and
perform maneuvers such as turns, simulated weapon delivery/
strafing passes, simulated approaches and go-arounds. Following
these maneuvers the aircraft will perform a partial power
penetration type descent to landing pattern altitude.

Tests in fast climbs and dives should include a build up
program to check tank pressurization and venting with increasingly
rapid rates of altitude chanqe, before testing at the maximum
rates allowed by flight limitations.

S/DataSupportRequirements. The following support is
* j required:

1. Fuel system instrumentation package in the aircraft,
recording parameters as shown in Table 9B, (Page 75) with
magnetic tape recording or equivalent.

2. Computer reduction of data

Functioning and Fuel Management in Steady Level Flight:

These tests evaluate the functioning on the fuel system in
lonq range cruise in the nominal operating mode and with various
types and degrees of degradation by component failure. Particular
attention is paid to satisfactory feed, tranfer and center of
gravity control, to crew workload, and to simplicity and clarity
of operating procedures.

"Test Objectives. ThesE. are to:

.1/1• 1. Demonstrate satisfactory feed, transfer and center
of gravity control in nominal operation and with various levels
of component failure.

2. Demonstrate low fuel. warning

"2 3. Specific objectives requested by the System Program
Office.
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Teat Conditions and Procedures. Feed, transfer and
center of gravity control will bo berved and evaluated
throughout the test program. Degraded operating modes will
have been identified as part of the preliminary planning of
the flight test program. Tests in these modes will be

scheduled in combination with other flight tests as* I opportunity arises.
Flight conditions will be primarily long range cruise,

but will include all level flight operating conditions
encountered in normal operations. The fuel system operating
modes will include, for examples

1. Failed main (feed) tank booster pumps
Fr

2. Failed transfer pumps

3. Manual backup control of cg where the nominal
mode is automatic.

These tests will be scheduled into the total flight
test program in combination with other tests.

Data/support Requirements. These are:

1. Instrumentation data package with parametersJ ~shown in Table 9B (Page 75).

2. Computerized data reduction

Fuel Transfer tests:

In addition to the above tests, testb will also be made
specifically to evaluate correction of lateral or longitudinal
center of gravity by fuel transfer.

Test Objectives. These ares

1. To determine inf light fuel transfer rates.

2. To evaluate fuel management procedures and
checklists presented in the Flight Manual.

-~ 3. Specific objectives requested by the Program
office.

* - Test Conditions/Procedures. The inf light fuel
transfer test- will be conducted in level flight at cruise
airspeed and altitude. A fuel imbalance whose asymmetric
moment is within the landing trim control capability of the
aircraft will be created, then corrected by transferring
fuel from tanik or from wing to wing.
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The procedure for the inflight fuel transfer test
will be the checklist presented in the Fligit Manual. A
nominal fuel imbalance will be created eith, r by transferring
fuel from wing to wing or by asymmetric fue burnoff. The
pitch or roll moment created by this imbalaixc2 will be
within the pitch or roll trim capability of the aircraft to
permit a safe landing. These moments are presented in the
performance section of the Plight Manual. Once the asymmetry
is created, it will then be corrected by transferring fuel
from tanks in the "heavy" wing to tanks in the "light"
wing, forward to aft, or inboard to outboard, etc. If
there are several ways to correct the asymmetry, multiple
tests will be conducted. Fuel quantity in each affected
tank will be hand recorded before and after the transfer,
and the transfer sequence itself will be timed. In addition,
the transfer sequence will be evaluated for ease of
accomplishment, impact on otherwise existing aircrew
workload, practicality, logical sequence of checklist items,
potential problem areas and safety.

Data/Support Requirements.

1. Instrumentation data package with parameters summarized
in Table 9B (Page 75).

2. Computer reduction of data.

Fuel Jettison Evaluation:

Test Objectives. These are:

1. To evaluate the capability and safety of fuel
jettison.

2. To determine fuel Jettison rates.

3. To evaluate the checklists presented in the Flight
Manual.

4. Specific objective requested by the Program Office.

Test Conditions/Procedures. Fuel Jettison will be
conducted over unpopulated areas at a high enough altitude
that jettisoned fuel will have evaporated bofore reaching

b the ground. Fuel will be jettisoned at several airspeeds
during level flight and during gentle turns, ascents, and
descents. Care will be taken not to fly through the stream
of Jettisoned fuel.

SI
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A nominal amount of fuel will be jettisoned during
each test using the Flight Manual procedure. Jettison will
first be performed in level flight and at one airspeed.
During each run, a different number or combination of tanks
will be jettisoned from and the flowrate determined. The
number of pumps per tank recommended by the Flight Manual
will be utilized. After sufficient runs have been made to
determine the relationship between number of tank~s and
jettison flowrate, seveiral representative test points will
be rerun using a different (usually less) number of pumps
per tank. Following these test points, the most optimum
tank/pump configuration will be rerun at several different
airspeeds in level flight, then this configuration will be
rerun at the most optimum airspeed during turns and gentle
ascents/descents. Pylon or accessory (external) tank

* I jettison will be evaluated as a part of the Weapons Delivery
Evaluation.

- Data/Support Requirements.

1. Photo Chase

2. Instrumentation data package with parameter sumnterized
in Table 9B.

3. Computer reduction of data.

Functioning with Cross Feed and Duringj Transients:

Test Objectives. These are:

1. To demonstrate that any/all engines can be
fed satisfactorily from any tank(s).

2. To demonstrate that fuel flow to one engine
can be varied without affecting fuel flow to other engine(s).

3. To demonstrate satisfactory operating during
changes in engine setting, boost pump operations and other
pertinent operating conditions.

4. Any specific objectives requested by the
Program Office.

Test Conditions and Procedures. These are sum-
marized in tHe following table:
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Test Conditions and Procedures. These are sum-
marized in the following table:

Flight Condition Power Setting Test Procedure

Each boost pump cycled
Low speed, low altitude Low and off Various cross-
High speed, low altitude High feed, including all
High speed, high altitude MAX engines from one tank

High speed, low altitude High Cycle each engine MIL
to MAX, IDLE to MIL

High speed, high altitude High Cycle each engine MAX
to MIL to MAX

Data/Support Requirements. There are

1. Instrumentation data package with parameters sum-
marzied in Table 9B (Page 73).

2. computer reduction of data

AERIAL REFUELING QUALIFICATION

Aerial refueling tests differ from most other evaluation
tests in that they involve inflight compatibility between the

N •receiver aircraft under test and a small number of existing
tankers (KC-135, KC-10, KC-130). All large Air Force aircraft
use the boom technique, but aircraft with a gross weight below
75000 pounds may use the probe/drogue technique. Procedures
for AFFTC Aerial Refueling qualification tests are defined in
AFFTC Regulation 80-3.

Boom Aerial Refueling:

With this technique the receiver pilot maneuvers into
position, after which actual contact is completed by the boom
operator on the tanker.

Test Objectives. These are:

1. To determine the aerial refueling flight envelope.

2. To determine the aerial refueling contact and
disconnect envelopes.

0
3. To verify that all components function satis-

factorily

4. To determine fuel transfer pressures and flow
rates.

5. To evaluate emergency, override and backun
modes of aerial refueling including stiff boom contacts
and tension disconnects.
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6. To evaluate tanker/receiver compatibility.

7. To evaluate suitability of night lighting.

8. Specific objective requested by the Program
Office.

Test Conditions/Procedures. The aerial refueling
qualification will consist of ground tests described earlier
and an inflight evaluation using the test aircraft as
receiver and an instrumented tanker. The KC-135 and the KC-
10 tankers used at AFFTC have strip chart instrumentation to
give real time information to the test engineer, as well as
tape recorded data.

The infliqht evaluation will consist of formation
flying, hookups and disconnects at several airspeeds and
altitudes common to the flight envelopes specified in the
Flight Manuals of both the receiver and the tanker. Minimum
test altitudes should provide adequate ground clearance for
emergency breakaway maneuvers which involve rapid changes in
airspeed and altitude in order to separate the aircraft
rapidly and safely. The exploratory tests will be conducted
under VFR conditions with as optimum prevailing weather as
possible.

After establishment of operating envelopes, however,
' the impact of light-to-moderate and moderate-to-heavy

turbulence on the time to accomplish hookup and on crew
"workload should be assessed (MIL-F-38363, para 4.5.6.2.2d).
Also, if the receiver aircraft has a control augmentation
system, hookup shall be evaluated with various parts of
that system inoperative.

Flight Envelope Evaluation This part of the aerial
refueling evaluation will be done concurrently with the

* aerial refueling portion of the Performance and Handling
qualities evaluation. To verify the flight envelope, the
two aircraft will first be flown in the refuelinq formation
with the receiver in the observation position, then moving
up at various rates of closure to the precontact and contact
positions without actually making a hookup. The receiver
will then back away from the tanker at various rates of
separation. The pilots of both aircraft will comment as
"necessary on handling qualities. This procedure will be
repeated with both aircraft flying at various combinations
of airspeed, altitude, gross weight and configurations
until an optimum airspeed/altitude range is found where the

* I two aircraft are compatible.

Contact and Disconr~ect Envelope Evaluation After the
optimum aerial refueling air-speed and altituae have been
determined, contact and disconnect envelopes will be deter-
mined.
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The boom of the KC-135 tanker in equipped with limit
switches which automatically initiate a disconnect when
boom azimuth reaches or exciiads 15 degrees left and right
of the tanker centerline, when boom elevation reaches or
goes outside of the range of 20 to 40 degrees below the
tanker's fuselage reference line or when the boom extension
is loes then 6 feet or greater than 18 feet. Actual working
limits on azimuth for the KC-135 are + 10 degrees. (Note
that "elevation" is measured downward from the tanker water
line, as is illustrated in Figure 8 page 90). The KC-10
boom has a wider azimuth envelope and longer extensions (5
to 22 feet, giving an extended length by 680 inches instead
of 551 inches). The KC-10 also has a rate initiated dis-
connect. The optimum contact position is usually 30 degrees
boom elevation and zero degrees azimuth. Contacts are
accomplished initially within a conservative contact envelope,
which is then expanded in an orderly and conservative
manner in conjunction with the disconnect envelope expansion,
as described below.

To establish the disconnect envelope, the receiver
moves slowly after contact to stabilize at the desired
disconnect position. It is imperative for repeatability

4 that slow movements and stabilized disconnects be made by
the receiver. In addition, no more than 5-degree, increments
between test point~s should be established and adhered to.
At the outer extremes of the boom disconnect envelope 2- to

any point a binding between the boom nozzle and the receptacle

is encountered, those test points towards the more extremeI, part of the envelope from the point at which difficulty was
experienced, will not be attempted since this could result
in damage to the nozzle and/or the receptacle. Boom loads
and position at disconnect will be recorded for a quantitative
evaluation.

After establishment of the envelopes the impactlof
deactivating parts of the control augmentation system, if

* any, on the receiver aircraft will be assessed. An assessment
will also be made of the impact of turbulence on hookup
time and crew workload.

Ful Fuel Transfer Rates knd Pressure Surge Evaluation

Fultransfer will be accomplished to determine flowrate
* and pressures. Small amounts of fuel will be transferred

into various combinations of receiver tanks using the
maximum number of tanker refueling pumps determined during
the ground test phase. These transfers will be characterized
by several different begin-/and end- flow receiver
quantity/tank configurations in order to generate fuel
pressure surges within the receivers* fuel system. During
each of the surge generating sequences it will be necessary
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to monitor manifold fuel pressure indicators or recorders
or both the tanker and the receiver to determine that the
surges do not eiceed specified or design values. 3

Pollowinq completion of the surge test, larqer
amounts of fuel will be transferred for predetermined
periods of time, such as 2 or 3 minutes, recording the
amount of fuel transferred. Multiple transfers will be
necessary, utilizing several combinations or numbers of
receiver tanks in order to determine the relationship
between flowrate and number of receiving tanks. Following
this, the effect on flowrate and pressure surges will be
determined using the worst-case pressure surge or maximum
flowrate case determined above and reducing the number of
tanker pumps operating in order to reduce the surge pressure.
The receiver will than be filled to capacity to verify
top off and automatic shut-off.

Reverse Refueling Reverse refueling will be performed
with larger aircraft which have a boost pump capacity to
reverse refuel tanker aircraft. The aircraft will perform
a normal hookup, and a small amount of fuel will be
transferred from the tanker to the receiver to verify that
the nozzle-receptacle connection is working properly. To
accomplish reverse refueling the boom operator normallyS• maintains retract boom pressure (to verify that the nozzle-
receptacle connection is working properly at the time of
"the test); however, the AFFTC tanker has a fuel bypass
switch that also performs this function. The tanker will
then turn off its pumps and the receiver will turn on the
number of fuel transfer pumps usually associated with
maximum deadhead pressure. The crew of both aircraft will
then monitor fuel quantity for a notable change. In
addition, the tanker crew will monitor boom fuel line
pressure for back pressure indicative of reverse fuel flow.
Following this practical demonstration of reverse refueling,
multiple reverse fuel transfers will be performed for a
timed period such as 2 or 3 minutes using different
combinations of receiver tanks and numbers of pumps per
tank to determine the relationship between flowrate and the
number of supplying tanks/pumps per tank.

31Fan uninstrumented receiver is being used, pressures
rill be monitored only on the tanker.
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Emer ency/Backup mode Operation Aerial refueling
will be performed with the system relegated to alternate or

verfictios, ueltransfer and surge tests, and flight
envlop veifiatins.The emergency or alternate mode

3. Stiff boom refueling

4. Tension disconnects

5. Independent disconnect, if applicable

Following the fuel transfer and surge tests, stiff
boom refueling will be accomplished. Stiff boom refueling
is an emergency mode in which the receiver does not have
normal or backup control power available to the aerial
refueling system for boom latching. To accomplish the
test, the receiver's aerial refueling door will be opened
manually if necessary, but the powered system, i.e., latches,
ready lights, etc., will be turned off. A normal hookup
will be performed, except that the boom operator will
maintain the contact using tanker hydraulic pressure to
force the boom nozzle into receptacle. A small amount of
fuel will be transferred to demonstrate the capability.
Rapid release and reapplication of boom extend pressure by
the boom operator during fuel transfer in this mode produces
pres'rure surges and simulates stiff boom refueling in
turbulent air. Fuel transferred, flowrate and leakage will

be monitored and compared to a normal hookup.
liisThe boom has limit switches at the inner and outer
liisof extension which initiate an automatic disconnect

to protect the boom should the receiver inadvertently move
to either of these locations. In the event of a receptacle
latch failure in the latched position# the automatic
disconnect or a manually initiated disconnect will be
ineffective. In this case, the receiver must back slowly
away from the tanker until sufficient tensile force is
generated to overcome the latching hydraulic pressure.
The hydraulic cylinder which operates the latches should beT Jequipped with a bypass valve which allows the latches to be

* forced open without damage to either the nozzle, receptacle,
or adjacent aircraft structure.
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To perform the tension disonnect test the boom
operator will disable the outer limit switch and the
receiver air refueling amplifier will be switched to OVERRIDE
(or the receiver should be configured with a jumper wire to
override the "not in" switch) so that the latches will not
open automatically as the nozzle is pulled out past the* "not in" switch's plunger. A tension disconnect will thon
be performed by slowly backing away from the tanker at zero
azimuth and 30 degrees boom elevation until a disconnect
occurs. Instrumentation on the tanker will tell how much
tensile force required to extract the nozzle. This force
must be within the limits of military specification NIL-F-
38363. Tension disconnects will be r•peated several times
varying the azimuth and elevation angles for comparison
with center-of-envelope disconnects.

With the KC-10 tanker the "independent disconnect"
system can be used instead of tension elsconnect. To
evaluate this, the receiver should again switch the air
refueling amplifier to OVERRIDE. The independent disconnect
system should then be able to effect disconnect.

U Ni ht Operation Night aerial refueling will be
evaluated after daylight procedures have been established.
Several hookups and disconnects will be performed and the
refueling sequence will be evaluated by a cross section ofr &air crews of both aircraft in the following areass

1. Similarity of approach, hookup, disconnect, and
backaway procedures to daylight operations.

2. Effectiveness, placement, brightness/dimness and
aiming of receptacle and formation lights.

3. Availability and usefulness or visual references,
vertigo tendencies, etc.

4. Distractive light sources within the receiver
cockpit such as instruments, radar scopes, etc.

Data/Su~port Requirements The following support is
* required to satisfy the test objectives of the aerial

refueling evaluation for receptacle aircrafts

* I. Motion picture photography (24/48/250 frames per
second color, 16mm) from the tanker and from the chase
aircraft.

2. Still photography from the tanker and from the
chase aircraft Table 9C (Page 77).
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3. Chase aircraft

4. Instrumented tanker aircraft

5. Fuel system parameter instrumentation package in
receiver aircraft), preferably magnetic tape, with receiver
parameters shown in Table 98 (PageI$5.

6. Computerized reduction of data.

Probe/Droque Aerial Refueling:

Test Objectives. These aret

1. To determine the aerial refueling flight envelope.

2. To determine contact and disconnect envelopes.

3. To verify that all componetits function satisfactorily.

4. To determine fuel transfer pressures and flowF rates.

Fi 5. To evaluate emergency aerial refueling procedures.

6. To evaluate tanker/receiver coAapatability.

7. To evaluate suitability of night lighting.

8. Specific objectives requested by the System
Program Office.

Test Conditions/Procedures. The aerial refueling
qualification wIll consist of ground tests described earlier,
followed by an inflight evaluation using the test aircraft
as the receiver and a KC-130, an instrumented KC-135 equipped
with the Boom-Drogue Adapter (BDA) kit or an instrumented
KC-10.

Flight Envelope Evaluation The flight envelope
verification tests for probe and drogue aircraft will be
done using basically the same procedure as for receptacle
aircraft except that with the Boom Drogue Adapter Kit all
allowable KC-135 boom elevation angles will be evaluated
for hookup. J

Contact/Disconnect Envelope After an optimum trail
position and airspeed has been determined for hookup, actual
contacts and disconnects wll be performed. When the KC-135
is used, the boom can be moved to provide various azimuth
and elevation angles for disconnect. These should be
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approached in 5-degree increments. The receiver must
actually position the drogue when the KC-130 or KC-10
aircraft is used and this must also be approached cautiously
to prevent probe damage. Both inner limit (auto retract)
and outer limit (tension) disconnects should be accomplished.
Probe loads will be recorded. Contacts will be made in
smooth, light and moderate turbulence.

Fuel Transfer Rate and Pressure Surge Evaluation
Fuel transfer will be accomplished to determine flow rate
and pressures. The number of pumps and flow rates determined
during the Ground Tests will be used. Pressure surges
during disconnect while refueling and at shutoff when the
receiver tanks are full will be evaluated and the number of
pumps used reduced if these surge pressures exceed limits.
Time to completely fuel the receiver from minimum fuel to
full will be determined. Pressure surges due to disconnect
of a second receiver aircraft on the opposite drogue of a
KC-130 aircraft will be evaluated.

SNight Operation After daylight tests have been
conducted the evaluation of night operations should be made
within the previously determined limits. All lighting,
ease of contact, and other appropriate characteristics of
night aerial refueling will be observed and compared to day
operations.

Data/Support Requirements. The following support is
required to satisfy the test objectives of the AreialRefueling Qualification for Probe/Drogue Aircraft:

1. Motion picture and stills from tanker & chase
I • aircraft.

a 2. Chase aircraft.

3. Instrumented Tanker Aircraft KC-130, KC-10 or KC-
135 (Table 9C).

4. Fuel system parameters instrumentation package
(in receiver aircraft), preferably magnetic tape with data
parameters shown in Table 9B (Page 75).

5. Computer reduction of data.

"ALL-WEATHER TESTS

•10 Test Objectives:

The test objectives are:

1. To verify that the fuel system operates withoutdeficiencies over the full range of environmental conditions
without undue attention from the crew.
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2. To verify serviceability and maintainability

over the full required range of environmental conditions.

3. Any specific objectives requested by the System
Program office.

Test Conditions and Procedures:

Tests will usually be conducted in the McKinley
Climate Laboratory at Eglin APB and in the field in Arctic
(eg Alaska), hot (eq El Centro) and possibly tropic
conditions (eg Panama). Detail of these facilities and of
climatic test procedures are given in Reference 3.

These tests will validate normal operation under the
extreme conditions by performin~g simulated or actual normal
operational profiles, including ground refueling and
defueling and aerial refueling. Tests will also include:

1. Ground and flight tests with failed boost pumps.

2. Checks of adequate fuel expansion space and
venting and fuel drain.

3. Checks of functioning of refueling doors etc,( after icing or in freezing conditions after rain.

4. Check of sealing under extreme temperatures.

5. Tests with alternate fuels.

6. Tests of any components suspected to be susceptible
to extreme weather conditions.

Aircraft will be serviced with fuel which has been
"soaked" at the appropriate temperature in the truck.
Summer field tests will include take off and maximum climb
with fuel as hot as possible, but at least 1100 F, with

* I each engine operating from its normal supply. Test
requirements will be defined in Test Information Sheets,
which will be consolidated into a Test Integration Plan

* for each of the test sites by the climatic test engineer.

* Climatic Laboratory Tests. These are made with the
aircraft tied down in the hangar but otherwise are designed*1 to parallel flight operations as closely as possible.
Preflight, engine start, system activation, aircraft
shutdown, and post flight and refueling are conducted in as
close accordance with standard procedures as possible.

*Environmental temperatures will be covered as called for in
the aircraft design specification. Cold weather operation
of all features (such as the refueling receptacle door)
will be checked.
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Field Tests. These similarly consist of the conduct
of normal operatins and mission profiles using standard
procedures, the objective being to evaluate system suitability
and operating procedures under extreme operating conditions.

AT For high performance aircraft which use the fuel to
cool oil or components, tests will be included in which hot
soak is followed by high speed flight at low altitude.

Data/Support Requirements.

Support requirements are:

1. Use of the Climatic Laboratory and associated
support.

2. Field test site support.

3. Normal operational support as called for in the
proposed standard procedures.

4. Photographic support (16 mm color, and stills in
* color and in black and white).

5. A portable weather recording system for field
tests.

6. On site data reduction.
ALTERNATE FUEL TESTS

Operation on alternate fuel is now required for inter-
operability with NATO (Europe, JP8) and the US Navy (Pacific,
3P5). To ensure interoperability with NATO the alternate fuel
test program should be designed to validate operation throughout
the flight envelope, including operation in degraded modes.
This, however, requires repetition only of normal operational

1: profiles and selected degraded configurations which could be
affected by the change in fuel.

Alternate fuels tests on the subsystem will be part of a
program testing system functioning, including a substantial
amount of engine testing. Only the fuel subsystem part of the
program is discussed here.

~vj Test Objectives:

1. To evaluate fuel subsystem operation on alternate fuels.

2. To identify differences in operating characteristics of
the fuel subsystem with alternate fuels as compared to operation
on the primary fuel.

3. To check for leaks.
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4. Specific objective requested by the System Program
Office.

Test Conditions and Procedures:

Alternate fuel operation will be evaluated for limited
periods of time. Ground tests will be conducted under average
and All-Weather conditions. These include temperature and
pressures approximating standard day, tropical or hot day, and
temperatures below freezing. Pretesý.-cold-soak-and during-
test conditions will be the same as those in the primary fuel
tests.

Inflight tests will be conducted under the same approximate
conditions as those in the primary fuel tests, but on a spot
check basis., Level flight test points will be performed first,
then a limited number of maneuvering flight test points will be

L evaluated.

Extended cruise test data on JP4 will be reviewed to check
the possibility of alternate fiuels getting too cold in the
tanks after long exposure.

Ground Tests. These should include:

1. Weight and balance measurements and fuel quantity
system calibrations using the alternate fuel

N - 2. Checks for fuel containment

ful 3. Fuel transfer transfer tests after cold soak (high

4. Tests with boost pumps inoperative, after cold soak,
in preparation for flight tests

5. Selected tests with crossfeed after cold soak.

Flight Tests. These should include the following
tests after col soak and after hot soak on the ground:

1. MAX and MIL power climbs with nominal fuel system
operation

2. MAX and MIlL power climbs with single boost pump
failure

3. Cruise with nominal operation, with selected cross-
feed, and in all degraded modes validated with the baseline

4. Checks of functioning in any conditions which tests
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Iwith the baseline fuel suggest might be critical

Data/Support Requirements:

The following support is required to satisfy the test

objectives of the alternate/emergency fuel evaluation:

1. Alternate fuel servicing.

2. Procedures for flushing JP4 out of tanks and engine
(eg engine fuel controls).

3. Fuel samples and analyses from both truck and
aircraft every time the aircraft is refueled.

4. Fuel subsystem instrumentation package with
parameters summarized in Table 9A and 9B (Page 74-75).

5. Computer reduction of data.

DATA MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

New type aircraft will usually have fuel systems instru-
mented to the requirements of MIL-F-38363 and the System
Program Office. Parameters pertinent to the specific tests
are summarized in matrix form in Tables 9A through C.
Current calibrations must be available for all instrumentation
from a competent source. Since fuel system tests are
primarily to verify that the system meets requirements,
extreme precision is not normally required. It is, however,
important that the frequency response of the instrumentation
systems measuring line pressures (pressure pickup plus
processing) is high enough to measure transients correctly.
The engineer should review all calibrations to ensure that
they cover the appropriate ranges, do not exhibit excessive
hysterisis and are in general, acceptable.

The overall objective of the tests is to evaluate the
fuel system as a subsystem of an operational aircraft and
to determine if any serious problems or deficiencies exist.
This evaluation will draw on qualitative comments of air
and ground crews and on exp-rience gained in tests flown
for other objectives and/or on other aircraft as well as on
data from tests specifically made to evaluate the fuel system.
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The final report on the fuel subsystem evaluation will

give a brief description of the fuel system and draw
attention to leading particulars and to the basic logic of
its operation. For each teut the aircraft model, designation
and serial number will be given. The general approach will
be to describe each group of tests in turn, briefly list
the relevant evaluation criteria and state whether these
are met. These criteria must always include the overriding
criterion of operational suitability as well as that of
meeting specification requirements. If the fuel subsystem
fail's to meet a sprcification requirement it may still be
"considered operationally acceptable. Further, it may meet
specification requirements and 3till be considered unsuitable
for operational use.

When criteria are not met enough detail must be given to
effectively define the short-fall. Tabular summaries will
be given of the tests conducted with appropriate comment.
Where appropriate, as in dynamic conditions in general,
time history plots will be presented with attention drawa
to the important parameters. Still photographs are an
important and highly effective means of illustrating some
types of problem. The engineer should ensure that appropriata
photographic documentation is obtained.

Objectives, pertinent parameters, criteria and presentation44recommendations for analysis, evaluation and reporting of
each test are collected, for ease of reference, in Appendix D
(Page 123).
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TABLE 1

AGNCIES INVOLVED IN FUEL SYSTE FLIGHT TEST

TYPE TEST DONSTRATE FLYMBILITY & OPERMrIQIL
AGNTlCY DEVEWPRENT TO SPECIFICATIONS MAINTAIWMILITY EFECTIVNESS

(bntractor Yes Yes Assist No

ASD/SPO Direct Check Check No
COmpliaane

AFETC Liaison Oversight & Primary Yes
Independent Responsibilities
Analysis

AFTEC No No Yes Primary Reponsibility

User Command No No Advance Data Advance Data
Advice Advice

Air Training No No Avance DEta Advance Data
command

Logistics No No Advance Data Advance Data
Commnd Advice

NOTES:
ASD = Aeronautical Systems Division

SPO = System Program Office

AFTEC = Air Force Test and Evaluation Center

* On some in-service aircraft Air Force Logistics
Ccmuand as Program Manager will be the test
requester rather than a System Program Office
of Aeronautical System Division.
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TABLE 2

Requirements1 to Verify Normal Functioning Under

All Design Operating Conditions

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.5 Design and Construction: The Review flight envelope
fuel system shall be designed to and system geometry to
supply fuel to the engines on identify stressing condi-San uninterrupted basis and shall tions (high flow, sideslip,
function satisfactorily under pushover, rapid climb and
all possible design operating descent).
conditions for the aircraft. The
system shall in no way limit
aircraft perfromance within
allowable engine and aircraft
operating limits.

3.5.3.5 Cei~ter of Gravity Control: Review system and control
Normal sequencing of the fuel tanks logic for potential prob-
shall be sufficient for maintaining lems, monitor functioning
the center of gravity of the fuel in all tests. Develop test
system from full to empty with all to probe critical areas.
required payloads and flight speeds. Investigate critical con-
It shall not be necessary to trans- ditions with offline
fer fuel between tanks for the sole simulation if available.
purpose of maintaining the center
of gravity of the aircraft.

Maintenance of a high minimum fuel
load in order to effect a safe land-
ing shall not be necessary. Manual
controls shall be provided as a
backup in the event of failure of
the automatic controls.

3.6 Fuel Available Uninterrupted As for 3.5
under all aircraft ground and flight
conditions without continuous crew
attention. Immediate attention of
pilot/flight engineer shall not be
required under any condition,
including failure. On aircraft
normally operated by a single
pilot system shall be fully automatic
after activation.

1 Paragraph references are to MIL-F-38363B. The current version
of this specification should be reviewed.
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Requirements to Verify Normal Functioning Under

All Design Operating Conditions

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

Two indenpendent and isolated methods Test the possible combi-
of moving fuel out of each tank nations
(one for jettisonable tanks), each
shall meet flow requirements for
the particular tank for all alti-
tudes, attitudes and maneuvers.
If gravity flow meets requirements,
only gravity flow required.

3.6.1 Feed system shall provide Review flight test envelope
satisfactory performance for and select appropriate
all normal maneuvers up to air- stressing conditions.
craft service ceiling with each
engine operating from its normal
fuel supply.

3.8.1.1 Temperature of pressuri- Monitor during flight
zation air shall not exceed program.
limits of tank components/450
deg. F.

3.8.2.2 Inerting system shall be Monitor during flight
completely automatic and shall program.
require no attention from the

flight crew except for monitoring
of high and low tank pressure
indicator lights.

The system shall maintain oxygen This should be demonstrated
content in the ullage space by the contractor on the
below 10 percent. "iron bird" simulation

Direct measurement of oxygen
3.8.2.2.4 Inerting gas shall content in flight test
dilute the oxygen content appears impracticable.
below 10 percent in all ullage Comparisons of inerting
and vent spaces and maintain a qas flow rate with rate of
slight positive pressure at increase of pressure and
all times and for all operating volume in ullage spaces in
conditions to prevent the ent- dives will give an indication
rance of air. The nitrogen of adequacy.
shall fill the volume as fuel

'- is used.
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TABLE 2 (Concluded)

Requirementsl to Verify Normal Functioning Under

All Design Operating Conditions

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.8.2.2.4.1 The inerting system
shall remove oxygen from the air
entrained in fuel to prevent the
oxygen concentration from exceed-
ing 10 percent during increases in
altitude.

3.8.2.2.4.2 Inerting gas shall Check during fast climbs
pressurize the ullage and vent and descents.
spaces during decreases in alti-
tude to maintain a safe differ-
ential pressure between the tanks
and ambient.

3.8,2.2.6.1 Vent Valves. Vent valves
shaHl control internal tank pressure
within the limits of the aircraft.

3.9 Fuel Vent Subsystem: The vent Monitor differential pres-
subsystem shall prevent siphoning sures and check for fuel
and apillage of fuel and protect spill during flight pro-
the fuel tanks from destructive gram, including stressing
pressure. Fuel spillage through maneuvers and flight pro-
the vent line during any in-flight files (ref 3.5 and 3.6).
maneuvers shall not exceed 0.05
percent of the fuel from any one
tank or 1 gallon, whichever is
smaller. There shall be no leakage

S i when the aircraft is parked, during
* engine run-up or during taxing.

3.9.4 Vent pressures. For flexible Monitor differential
non-metallic and light-walled pressures during tests,
metallic fuel cells, the vent especially during fast
outlet terminal shall be such that descents.
the pressure in the vented space
in the fuel tanks is never below
ambient pressure. For bladder
type tanks the cell cavity pressure
shall never be greater than the
pressure within the tank.

All
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TABLE 3

Requirements 1 for Operation with Component Failure

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.5.2 Failure Concept. A single review system, identify
failure of a functional component failure modes, check
of the fuel system shall not system operation in these
prevent completion of the mission. modes.
After two failures of fuel
system or other subsystem supply-
ing power to the fuel system the
fuel system shall have the capabil-
ity for recovery of the aircraft.

3.6.1.2 Gravity Feed. Fuel system Check for adequate flow
Sshall be designed to consume all rates within limits of

"available fuel in the main tanks flight safety. Should
by gravity feed up to 10,000 ft also be checked by
with any fuel flow up to rated contractor on simulator.
power with airframe fuel filters
in by-pass or impending by-pass
configuration.
3.8.2.2.4.5 Pressures. At no time Check differential

shall the positive or negative pressures during fast
pressures in the fuel tanks and climbs and descents.
vents exceed the design pressure
limits of the aircraft regardless
of the failure of any component.
In the event that the supply of
nitrogen is depleted or that a
malfunction of pressurization
occurs, the inerted areas shall
vent to ambient.

lParagraph references are to MIL-F-38363B. The current version
of this specification should be reviewed.
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TABLE 4

Requirements 1 Associated with Specific Items,

Conditions and Functions

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.5.3.2.1 Temperature Environment. Requires environmental
The fuel system shall be designed test program.
to operate over the temperature
range shown in Table 5.

3.5.3.2.2 Icing. Safety of flight Part of environmental
shall not be jeopardized when oper- test program.

ating with 0.75cc of free water per
gallon in excess of saturation at
80 deg. F at the critical icing
temperatures. The fuel system shall
be capable of continuous operation
with fuel initially saturated at
80 deg. F and cooled to any temperature
down to -65 deg. F without anti-icing
additives and without draining/cleaning

system.

3.6.1 A normally separate main tank Check cross-feed combi-
and feed system shall be provided nations for satisfactory
for each engine. On multi-enqined functioning at high powers.
aircraft the independent systems
shall be interconnected so that
fuel may be delivered from any
tank to any or all engines.

Cutoff of any engine shall not Special test
adversely affect flow to the others.

St

3.6.2 Fuel transferred to a main tank Monitor during high power
is transferred to a main tank from operation.
internal transfer tanks the rate

II1 of transfer shall not be less than
the maximum rate of fuel consump-
tion of the engine in the military
power condition.

3.6.5 Feed and transfer surge Check all possible combi-
requirement. Surge pressure nations.
shall not exceed 120 psig as a

b result of initiating or stopping
intertank transfer or a result

"I of decreasing the power setting
of the engines.

""Paragraph references are to MIL-F-38363B. The current version of
this specification should be reviewed.
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Requirements Associated with Specific Items,

Conditions and Functions

REQU IREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.9.3 Interconnected Vents. Monitor during test
Fuel shall not be transferred program*
through one tank vent to another
tank. Several tank vents may
be terminated at the same outlet
location in the aircraft.

3.13.1 Fuel Dump Rate. The fuel Special test
dump subsystem shall provide a
minimum dumping rate per minute
equivalent to 1 percent of maximum
gross weight of the aircraft, and the
aircraft shall be capable of dumpingii fuel to a safe landing weight in a
maximum of 10 minutins.

3.13.2 Aircraft Controllability. Monitor during 3.13.1
The fuel dump operation shall( not in any way adversely affect
the controllability of the air-

* craft.

3.13.3 Dump Controls. It shall Evaluate control layout
not be possible to dump fuel -Results of special
below reserve level (Para 3.63) test 3.13.1

unless a second initiating

3.34Fuel dump safety. During Check during 3.13.1
the fuel dump operation the
fuel and fuel vapor shall clear
all parts of the aircraft and
no fire or explosion hazard shall
result. Fuel or fuel vapor
shall not impinge upon or re-enter
any part of the aircraft.
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TABLE 6

Maintenance and Serviceability Requirements'

REQU IREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.6 Maintainability. All aircraft Alert maintenance crew
fuel system components shall to critique maintain-
be accessible for inspection, ability under opera-
cleaning, and adjustment or tional conditions.
replacement while installed on
the aircraft, with tools normally
found in a mechanic's tool kit
and without removail of the
engine, fuel tanks, or important
parts of the aircraft structure.

3.6.6.1 Fuel boost pumps in fuel Check maintenance manual.
tanks of 1000 gallons or greater Verify by inspection of
capacity shall be removable without aircraft.
draining the tank. Boost pump leads

k shall have disconnects.

3.6.6.3 A1.1 fuel strainers shall be Check maintenance manual.

readily accessible and shall have Verify by inspection of
sufficient clearance to permit easy aircraft.
removal of the cover and element.
The filter or strainer shall be
replaceable without draining the

of the fuel in the assembly is

acceptable.

3.7 Aircraft Fuel Tanks. All fuel Requires physical check.
tanks shall be completely Can be combined with
drainable while the aircraft is defueling tests. (This
at ground attitude. requirement is rarely

met completely).

irAmple clearance shall be provided to Review maintenance manual
enable removal of tank bladder cells, and actual physical layout.'
external tanks, internal tank Perform test if in doubt.

* **~components, tank access doors, tank
inspection plates, and tank sumps
without removing major structural

* ~~ Paragraph references are to MIL-F-38363B. The current -

version of this specification should be reviewed.
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Maintenance and Serviceability Requirements

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

components, engines, or engine
accessories except cowling or air-
frame access panels. It shall be
possible to install and remove theI. fuel cells individually without
interference wil-h other cells,
preferably throi. A a non-stressed
panel without re iiring jack or

~ I other structural jigs.
3.7.1.3.2 Sump Drains. Operation Check as part of
of the drain shall remove all maintenance.
of the collected sediment and water
with a minimum loss of fuel.

3.7.1.4 Access Doors. Each cell Perform physical check
shall be provided with an access
door or such size that the entireI
interior of the tank can be
inspected and cleaned.

3.7.6.1 Filler openings. Shall Check during groundI

be located to permit filling refueling tests.
the tanks from outside the aircraft
without overfilling into the expan-
sion space. Special adaptors and
funnels shall not be used. Scupper
drains shall be used as necessary
to prevent spilled fuel from
entering any portion of the air-
craft of engine compartment.

3.7.1.9.1 Tank Installation Time. Check, with operational
The time required to completely st-le maintenance.
remove and install a flexible
internal (self-sealing or non-
self-sealing) fuel cell in an
aircraft shall not exceed 10
man hours.

3.7.2.2.2 External Tanks - Instal- Check, with operational
lation Time. Time required to style maintenance.
install an external tank shall
not exceed 15 minutes.
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Maintenance and Serviceability Requirements

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.8.2.2.5 Nitrogen Servicing. The Check during routine
inerting system shall be capable maintenance.
of receiving liquid nitrogen
at a minimum rate of 10 gallons
per minute at pressures from 40
to 150 psig. The servicing con-
nection shall be accessible fromJ outside the aircraft, and the in-
strumentation necessary for
servicing (such as quantity and
dual pressure gauges) shall be
visible from the servicing
coupling.

3.8.2.2.6 Nitrogen inerting system Check funtioning during
components. A checkout panel shall normal servicing.

t' be provided to test all phases of
inerting system for proper operation
during preflight checkout.

Indicator light(s) shall be provided
on the panel to signal when the vent
valves have allowed air to enter the
system.

A means shall be provided as part of Check functioning during
the aircraft to verify that the fluid normal servicing.
serviced to the nitrogen inerting
system is an inert gas.

3.9.4.1 Vents - Pressure Checking. Check availability and
For aircraft where the vent system suitability of GSE.
must be blocked during maintenance Damage resistance should be
to pressure check the vent system demonstrated by the con-
or tanks, special ground support tractor.
equipment (GSE) shall be designed
for plugging the vent lines. The
GSE shall be so designed that it
will not cause damage to the tanks
in the event it is left in the sys-
tem at the conclusion of maintenance.
The GSE shall have a stringer or
marker to prevent leaving the
ZSE installed.
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TABLE 6 (Continued)

Maintenance and Serviceakility Requirements

REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING

3.11.1.6 Fuel Level Control Valve.
A pre-check system which will check
the operation of the fuel level
control valves in the initial portion
of each ground refueling shall be
provided as an integral part of the
aircraft. The precheck system shall
operate on the float principle. The
precheck system shall permit
isolation of a failed level control
valve.

3.11.2 Gravity-Refueling. It shall Check each tank can be
be possible to completely gravity refueled at the required
refuel the aircraft without external rate. At least one tank
power being applied to the aircraft. to be filled completely.

4• Each aircraft tank shall be capable
of accepting a continuous flow rate
of 200 gpm, except during topping up,
without requiring any operation other
than removing the filler cap and cor-
recting the nozzle bonding plug.
Tanks that can be refueled by over-
flow from an adjacent tank need not
have a filler cap provided that the
emergency defueling requirements
(3.11.3) can be met. For aircraft
with small tanks where the 200 gpm

* flow rate is not practical, it shall
"be possible to gravity refuel the
aircraft in a maximum of 10 minutes
from one refueling source using one
hose.

3.11.3 Ground Defueling. It shall Requires specific ground
possible to completely defuel the test.
aircraft through a MIL-A-25896 adapter
at a minimum rate of 200 gpm per
adapter with a suction pressure at
the adapter not in excess of 3 Psi.
When the defueling adapter is not
also used for refuelling, a posi-
tive means such as a check valve
shall be used to prevent refueling
"through this adapter. The air-
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:! TABLE 6 (Concluded)

i• Maintenance and Serviceability Requirements

• REQUIREMENT IMPACT ON TEST PLANNING
Scraft booster pumps may be

Sused for defueling. In the
event of a wheels-up landing it

•. shall be possible to defuel the
•.! aircraft through the normal

servicing adapters or by
Ssuction through accessible
Sopenings in each tank.
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TABLE 7

Ground Tests Required by MIL-F-383631 in Connection with

Aerial Refueling

TEST COMMENT

Complete functional tests of all
installed aerial refueling com-
ponents. (4.5.6.2.1 (b))

Demonstrate that the slipway door/ Usually conducted by

receptacle or probe and probe doors contractor during develop-

have the ability to extend and ment. Record time of open-

retract during hydraulic actuation ing and hydraulic pressures.
at -65 deg. F temperatures and icing Will be checked during tests

conditions. Fail safe provisions in Climatic Laboratory.
shall be demonstrated during the
extreme temperature and icing con-
dition tests. Actuation shall be
accomplished under simulated flight
air loads for the most adverse con-
ditions. (4.5.6.2.1 (c))

Perform compatibility tests to Tests include functional
establish compatibility between compatibility and leak

tanker and receiver aircraft in tests and determination of
• •respect to flow rates, pressures maximum flow rate for

and surge pressures. (4.5.6.2.1 acceptable surge pressures

S(g)) at shut off.

Iparagraph references are to MIL-F-38363B. The current -version

of this specification should be reviewed.
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F TABLE 9A RECOMMENDED DATA PARAMETERS - GROUND TESTS

PARAMETERS TESTS

FUEL QTY REFUEL & FUEL BOOST AERIAL
CAL DEFUEL TRANSFER PUMP OFF REFUEL

Tank Quantities X X X X X

Primary Pumps On/Off X X X

Deck Angle X

Secondary X X x
Pumps On/Off

Engine inlet X
Fuel Press

, Fuel Temperature X X

Xfer/Cros Feed 1  X X X

Manifold Press

Aerial Ref Manfld 1  x x
Pressure

Engine Fuel X X
Flow

Engine RPM X X

Elapsed/IRIG X x X X
Time

Event Marker X X X x

""When observing transients frequency response should be greater
than 10Hz or a sample rate of 40 sec- to establish peak values.
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TABLE 9C RECOMMENDED DATA PARAMETERS -TANKER

Airspeed

Altitude

Outside air temperature

Boom/probe axial load

Boom/probe torsional load

Probe bending load (if relevant)

Tanker fuel flow (lbs/mmn)

Aerial Refueling pump(s) output pressure

Tanker fuel delivery pressure

Tanker fuel temperature

Hydraulic pump pressure driving refueling pumps

Boom position (azimuth, elevation, extension)

Boom control stick force

F Boom Control surface positions

Telescope lever positions

Total fuel transferred (tanker)

Video tape recording or motion picture of boom/receptacle interface
(boom pod and chase vriews)

Event marker

Elapsed time/IRIG time

Discretes (e.g. Contact, Disconnect, Ready)

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS FOR KC-10:

Automatic Load Alleviation System (ALAS) state

* Disconnect limit settings (delay, roll and pitch)

Boom nozzle vertical and lateral load
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TABLE 9C RECOMMENDED DATA PARAMETERS - TANKER (Continued)

FOR KC-10 HOSEREEL OR OTHER HOSEREEL:

Boom nozzle fuel pressure

AR manifold fuel pressure

Boom Control Unit (BCU) discretes

Hose length

Fuel pressure at hose venturi

Fuel pressure in AR manifold

Hydraulic supply pressure

Hose reel response pressure

i
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TABLE 10

Example of Main~tenance Checklist Format (Incomplete List)

REQU IREMENT COMMENT (Example Only

3.6.6.1 Fuel Boost Pumps. In fuel Dash -2 shows compliance.
tanks of 1000 gallons or greater Confirmed during removal
capacity pumps shall be removable of pump on tank.
without draining the tank. Boost
pump leads shall have a disconnect.

3.6.6.3 Fuel Strainers. Shall be Confirmed for all cases
readily accessible and shall have during normal maintenance.
sufficient clearance to permit easy
removal of the cover and element.
The filter or strainer shall be
replaceable without draining the
fuel from the system. Loss of the
fuel in the assembly is acceptable.

3.7.1.3.2 Sump Drains. operation of Confirmed for all tanks.
~ Ithe drain shall remove all of the

collected sediment and water with a
minimum loss of fuel.

3.7.1.4 Access Doors. Each cell Confirmed for most doubt-
shall be provided with an access ful case.
door of such size that the entire
interior of the tank can be
inspected and cleaned.

NOTE

Paragraph references are to HIL-F-38363B. The engineer
should review the latest version of this Specification.
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TABLE 13

Examples of Fuel Systems Failure Modes (F-15 Tests)

COMPONENT FAILED BACK-UP MODE PARAMETERS TO BE CHECKED

1. Emergency boost Engine inlet pressure

pump at high flows

Main tank booster 2. Pressurization Engine inlet pressure

pump at high flows

3. Gravity feed Engine inlet pre!ssure
at high flows vs
altitude, sideslip,
etc.

Transfer pump 1. Pressurization Adequate transfer at
high powers

2. Gravity feed Transfer rate vs anqle
of attack

Automiatic center Manual override Clarity oL procedures.

of qravity control Workload and degrees
of attention.

Tank pressurization Ram air Tank differential

by ble,--d air descent at low power
and airspeed
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LINES CAPPED WHEN EXTERNAL3
- TANKS ARE NOT INSTALLED

6. REFUELING, DEFUEUING, AND IN-
TERNAL FUEL TRANSFER 4iE ONLYLO

POSSIBLE AS GROUND OPERA- PRESS
TIONS.

7. AUXILIRY AND EXTERNAL TANK
PUMPS HAVE OUTPUT PRESSURE
HIGHER THAN MAIN TANK BOOSTFULHRTMUREAR

PUPS 00 Flat HANDLE 0 0

FUEL PRESSURE

CRAISITSS FEEF111
779MLVEV

SWILCH SWICH ROi1

SWITCH MNA AV

DRI IWT0

FIGURE .3 SCHEATNIC OFC10AULSSEM-SABADSD
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FUEL QUANTITY DATA TAKIE

USABLE FUEL

TANK GALLONS POUNDS POUNDS POUNDS w £

AT Ill LB/ GAL AT B.3 LB/GAL AT 6.? LB/GAL

TANKI CD 508 3300 ± 100 3200 t 100 3400 '100

RIGHT ENG FEED TANK 234 1500 + 100 1500 ± 100 1550 100 Lo RIGHT

LEFT ENG FEED TANK 184 1200± 100 1150± 100 1250 *100

422 2750 ±200 2650± 200 2590± 200 NTWII AW
INTERNAl WING TANKS FMWf IEX I

422 2750+200 2650± 200 2800 t 200

TOTAL INTERNAL FUEL 1770 11,500± 450 11,150± 450 11,850 t 450 "A

610 3950±250 3840+210 4090 t250 NOTES
EXT03RNAL WING TAN KS20-+ 250 4090 - 0 THE FUEL QUANTITIES, IN POUNDS. ARE

0 610 3950 t 250 3840+ 250 4090 t 250 ROUNDED OFF TO READABLE VALUESOF COUNTER PORTION OF THE FUEL

INTERNAL FUEL PLUS QUANTITY INDICATOR;THEREFORE,EXTERNL WINGTANKS 2990 19,400 t600 18,830 t600 20.030 t 6U00YIOCTO:HREOEEXTERNAL WING TANKS 94 6THE ACTUAL GALLONS TIME 6.5, 6.3 OR
. _67 WILL NOT NECESSARILY AGREE

EXTERNAL TANK 610 3950+250 3840+±250 4090 * 250 WITH THE POUNDS COLUMN.

INTERNAL FUEL PLUS 0 FUcL WEIGHTS ARE BASED ON JP-B AT
EXTERNALli TANK 2380 t5,450 ± 500 14.990+_500 15,940 t 500 6. AND JP-4 AT 6.5 AND 6.3 POUNDS
____PER GALLON (DIFFERENCES ARE DUE
MAXIMUM FUEL LOAD TO MANUFACTURERS ALLOOMASLE
TOTAL INTERNAL PLUS 3600 23,350! 650 27,670 + 650 24,120 ± 650 TOLERANCES) AND 65 DEGREES
ALL EXTERNAL TANKS FAHRENHEIT.

(-- ON AIRCRAFT IHRU BLOCK 9,
SUBTRACT APPROXIMATELY
200 POUNDS FROM THE VALUES
EfUR TANK 1.

R G TENGINE

TANK I TAN K I LEFT E N GINE

FEED TANK

FIGURE 5 GAGING PRESENTATION AND TANK LAYOUT - F-15A
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RIUNT AtIMUTN Limi

LEFT AZIMUTH LIMIT

TANKER WATERLINE

UP I LIVATION LIMIT

(0DCDOWN FROM WATERLINE)

WIWN ELEVATION LIMIT

(40 DEC DOWN FROM WATERLINE)

6 FT IXTEN01:D
INNER LIMIT

OVIEN LIMIT

NOTE 1 ELEVATION IS MEASURED POSITIVE DOWNWARD FROM
TANKER WATEPLINE

NOTE 2 WITH FIGHTER RECEIVERS UPPEP ELEVATION LMIT IS
-- 't OFTEN 25 DEG TO ENSURE BOOM/CAHOPY CLEARAAICE

FIGUFE 8 BOOM REFUELING INSTALLATION - KC-135
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PROBE AND DROGUE AIR REFUELING
AIR REFUELING 711E A-378

* ~PRIXCONTACT POSITION

The boom will be trailed fully extended as follows:

DEGREES DEGREESIiAZIMUTH ELEVATION4

0 30 0

* FTGURF 10 REFUELING FROM KC-135 WITH BOOM TO DRUGUI;

ADAPTOR KIT (PROBE DFOGUE)
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APPENDIX A

3L EXAMPLE OF TEST INFORMATION SHrET
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AFFC ILST INrOr!T.1 PACE Gir "AlLt

,i I
V,1LO Ittv TI'L TISSS.UbIILf

F-iS 46
Evaluation of Fuel Subsystem rirciviv" jI. tSIo.

_ cl pl .. . I2. 8. WA I ^ .. .
1T flue • - 4NA At3U /,WUIUAL 1T'l

vzTr TIOIL
L"ES''•Any I Feb 74 - Dee 74 AFFTCIDOVJ No

fPIAVLOCATION or I tT T I SW 1k 6c"IU.AliFAM1
* caculk,,ENT EAFI FPLAl. (PmO-CcoURtAL UOCLASSIFIED

1.0 REFERENCES: .

1.1 F-15 Air Force Development Test and Evaluation Plan, AFFIC, July 1972.

1.2 F-15 F11'ht Manual, T.O. lF-1SA-1., freliminary).

1.3 Mckir report 11277-1, Vol I, Books 1 and 2, V-1i Intetrated Data System -

Airborne Instrumentatiop Systen Description, 30 Sepcember 1971.

1.4 Military Specification, Fuel System, Aircraft, General Specification for,
MIL-T-3936A (USAF), 23 December 1971.

1.5 Contractor DT&E TIS for Qualification of F-15A Fuel Subsystem, TIS No.
CPO89FFO001.01, 28 August 1973.

1.6 Prime Item Dcvelopmnt Specification for F-15 Air Vehicle Fuel Subsystem,
"No. CP76301A328A089A HeDonnell.Douglas Corporation, 15 December 1969.

2.0 FUEL SUBSYSTE'! DESCRIPTION WUC 46000

The fuel system is designed to operate automatically for all normal conditions.
Ubhasis has been placed on minimizing the pilot's task, redundancy to assure fuel
availability, and protection aSainst fire and explosion. Transfer of all internal
and external fuel is auotasatic and functions without sensors. The system will provide
fuel up to military power throughout the entire flight envelope with complete loss of
sorwal electrical power. The aircraft. has four fuselage fuel tanks and two wing tanks.
The fooir fusc1 .! tanks are designated tanks 1, 2, 3A and 3B. Tank 2 is the feed tank

for the ri3;. engine and Lr!!h. 3A and 3B make the feed tank for the left engine. In
addition, extn-rnnl, pylon raclIlLed, droppable 600 gallon fuel tanks may be used. The
fuel system also providcs thv capability for aerial refueling, overboard dumping of
all fuel e.xcept thait in the main feed tanks, a fire/explosion suppression system
consisting of a grossly voided installation of reticulated foam, and pilot display of
fuel quantity, low level warning and a "Bingo" fudl warning.

3.0 TEST OBJECT1VES:

ACTION Orriclc. On POUTION•'PHONWE [ DATE

PCR AFFTC/DOEESF ~(K -'
A.-1, AFFwC/DOEES/DOVJE ,.

_vscw AFFTC/DOVJ/TACD-J

•PRV ,FTCn o.".. 01I'.. 1974:

",- J -'9-?/,4:",:

AFFTC 0-129
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AFFTC TLST IHFORMATION SHEET (TIS)uA?..I F-,S ,-1 'PtOUtuD , , 8 Februarv 19M ,at ,, PA5tS
i , l1111.1 or last I VI•.I•l PO, To$ NUMI4OLO

Evaluation of Fuel Subsystem 
' n,6

2, a! , So 9 A

in 'r LOCAION Of TISIT IITINO LCIIVIV '' AIANOOUISIHUIUAL. IClr

r.L,,,, [+tOtr *toV AFFTC DJlNo

3.1 To demonstrate that the fuel subsystem operates vithout deficiencies during
representative maneuvers throughout the operational envelope as specified in

-paragraphs 3.2.1.2.2 and 3.2.1.3.1 of reference 1.6. (reference 1.1, TZS No. 46,
paragraphs 3.1),

3.2 To demonstrate satisfactory fuel subsystem operation in the most extreme air
vehicle operating attitudes as specified in paragraph 3.2.1.2.3 of reference 1.6.
(reference 1.1, TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.1)

3.3 To demonstrate that emergency operation of the fuel subsystem will be in
accordance with paragraph 3.2.1.2.4 of reference 1.6. (reference 1.1, TIs No. 46,
paragraph 3.1)

3.4 To demonstrate that either engine can be fed by either feed tank and that
fuel flow to either engine can be deactivated without affecting fuel flow to the
other engine, as required by paragraph 3.2.1.3 of reference 1.6. (reference 1.1,
TIS No. 46. paragraph 3.1)

3.5 To demonstrate that fuel subsystem operation with one boost pump inoperative
satisfies the requirements of reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.3,4. (reference 1.1,

bi TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.11

3.6 To demonstrate that the low level and bingo warning system are consistent
L •and meet the requirements of paragraph 3.2.1.8.1, reference 1.6. (reference 1.1.

TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.51

3.7 To demonstratv satisfactory operation of the fuel transfer system per para-
F graph 3.2.1.3.5 of reference 1.6. (reference 1.1, TIS No. 46. paragraph 3.1)

3.8 To define the quantity of fuel subsyntem expansion space to satisfy the
requirements of reference 1.6. paragraph 3.2.1.4.7. ' (reference 1.1. TIS No. 46,
pragraph 3.1)

3.9 To demonstrate satisfactory operation of the fuel tank pressurization system
to satisfy the requirements of reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.5. (reference 1.I.
TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.1) H"

3.10 To demonstrate that ground and inflight operation of the fuel vent system
meet the requirements of rc-ftr-ice 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.7 and reference 1.4,

o paragraph 4.5.4. (reference 1.1, TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.1)

3.11 To demonstrate that the accuracy of the fuel quantity system satisfies the
I- requirements of reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.8. (reference 1.1. TIS No. 46,

paragraph 3.5)

3.12 To demonstrate that ground pressure refueling satisfies the requirements of
reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.11. (reference 1.1, TIS No. 46, paragrap*h 3.2)

AFFTC ,oI,,LLACIIAVPTC n H6C" WILL st WACO.

N - IU SE W'. .II O
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AFFTC TEST INORMtATION VW (i011I r-1 5 TST PRO4I.,.I. 1 It F" hri,;gry 1974 _'AGC r PAOILS

1 1LC OF TRST "VLNIWCO.L, I , IIr MUMMA.N

Evaluation of Fuel Subsystem K.ccIVIT" REVISIONi l2 .. . . & 8 9 A G

TIS VVFF LOtATIfN Or TIL1T ToolN AC1S•IVI "ARAMOOUWSUNUSUAL TI5T
[:lr,.•PocAuF•^FTC DOWJ No--

"3.13 To demonstrate that ground defueling satisfies the requirements of reference
.1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.13. (reference 1.1, TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.2)

3.14 *.To demonstrate that fuel dump systeA performance satisfies the requiremants
of reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.14 and reference 1.4, paragraph 4.5.7. (refer-
ence 1.1, TIS No. 46, paragraph 3.31.

3.15 To dembnstrate that the aeral. refueling system satisfies the requirements
of reference 1.6, paragraph 3.2.1.9 and reference 1.4, paragraphs 4.5.6.2.1 and
4.5.6.2.2. (reference 1.1, .TIS No. 46, paragraph 3t}4)

4.0 TEST CONDITIONS/PROCEDURES: Specific tests are ou'tlined in Table 1. Numbers
in the table indicate rest item number. Paragraphs 1.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 11.0 require.
a total of 35 hours primary flight time. The remainder of the tests may be conducted
r& conjunction with other tests.

5.0 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS: .

5.1 Photo chase (F-4) will be required for all refueling flights. Use of the
AvFTC KC-135 tanker with the instrumented boom is required for all aerial re-
ftleling fliVhts.

5.2 F-15A production no. 8 (contractor operated), and no. 14 and TF-1 will be
used for these tests. Instrumentation in no. 8 and TF-1 shall be in.accordance
with Table 2. Instrumentation in ship no. 14 consists of engine parameters
primarily with limited fuel system parameters.

A

5.3 This TIS represents the test program as required' by AMFTC. The test program
I is essentially parallel to the McDonnell Dougl.4* fuel system qualification TIS
"NQ. CP089FF0001.01, dated 28 August 1973. It is anticipated that the contractor
wvii perform the majority of the tests contained herein on F-8." In order for the

"'AFFTC to meet the requirements of completing the tests outlined herein without
"duplication of testing, contractor data must be made available for AFFTC analysis
end'use in the Zinal technical report. The F-15 SP0 will arrange with the con-
tractor to provide free access to and copies of all contractor data gathered
under the above TIS.

AFFTC .261 PxiPAcas A-rpPC Poas-as-, JUN 13.P1004, WIKL. s, V•4o.
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APPENDIX B

N ~ EXAMPLES OF TEST PROJECT SAFETY REVIEW:1 F- 16 REFUEL AND QUICK TURNAROUND

JP.,8 CLIMATIC TESTS
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1. A Safety Mviav board (an) wa coon ad in the Ilgeterate ot safety asafraw
Avese. 273nw7. *L A iftt of atteases is attasbed.

2. #A ban bow Parlmand fter several ietbos toplestel aimeaft. 21esse analyses
usulyicud ciiie od2Jspti-'l panbles are",. establish a Watts,

with actual execises.

a. Am NM team of MFW. A13C, ad IM pereusmel manages the effect. ihe
boat base peavide. the aircraft. -swioppt equijamt, sad pereemelI to participate
in the teok data development and demosetratiee.

b. 21W 71-6 Gf fet wll be desdacted by a tur vhich includes 1146 MY swport
persommal est "gintezig sppr, f P1 pilot$ and a production P-16 aircraft.

2M mnagmen ta Inluds sintmanep OL*f~nbasxdOandwespons peraenial,
an well as P-16 810 fuel usyste ~an test and evelvation persocael.

a. AflVC/IT will provide the tern chief, who will function an Test Ccnducrtor
for teut activIty. An 1-16 systesm test engineer Wini Represent WITC on thu
management team. an P-16 crew chief* fulfilling the role of Isfueling Supervisor,
and an 1-1.6 Iaiitiona loading Tern vill. mauta the activitesia, according to
developed tech data, under the supervision of the feat Conductor. tea 2IITC
Commander is to retain ovoirali safety responsibility.

3. ag AluC has waived the provisions of APICR 136-3 for this achivity. To assure
the Commnder that adequate proeiaiilary tech data has been develat~ed, the following
wiii occur.

a. %ae usual supervisory and staff personnel wiii obserer the development and( walidathm of the tech data.

b. 2%se provisional data will be ~approved at the Commander's Nlview prior to
conducting not Isfusling or Quick Turnaround operations.

4. The goal of this effort In to conduct Not Aefueling arid Combat Quick Turnaround
~operations. To develop the necass -xr technical data, analyses have determined that

several special taste axe required.

a. lined ther, is no capability to pre-check the hith level fuel.ashutoff
vaives, a failure would result in a fuel spill through the tank vent system outlet.
lbs qusatitu of fuel spilled (vented) before the ampliy could be shut off must be
determined. "is high level shutoff vaive will he mecaohnicall~y 'ailed, and refueling
will be continued until the Anfusling supervisors am terminate the fuel supply
with a deadman -'Itch (if a piptwogrph Is wed) or a signal to the pit/truck
"oerator If a singles-point hose is used. Spilled fuel 'will be caught in an ausprop-
rio%& boweer, and the quuntity will be measured, Any continuing spill due to
siphoning after supply shut off will Also be noted.

b. Airflow patterns near thu aircraft with thu engine operating will be oval-
vated. A to-be-determined amok* source will be utilised to document airflow patternijwith photography. Teat conditions include still air and ambient wind conditions.

c. rreviously reported fuel msting from the vent cutlet will be evaluated
during routine refuslings. Obsevrver will use a mirror as a condoneste collecting
surface to determine If OmistingO quatities ean signficant to tqintended
Operation.

d. During tech datek W"IidotIen uak-thbcei 0n11, CMR clothing and eqUIPment
may, he worn for some operations. (those evaluatemsa eam of a low priotity. mnd

participants am perform their fimtcIea with mny reduced capacity presented by the

CAR equipment.
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" a. te n f eo g mosets only to the special "ate Ma too dat
evolqpmt activity disausiGO1

a. ae M felt there were no teat unique haeasds assooiatd with
the •alidation welk-tbrhzoag, Aven if the pazti-eipats Were weaue Cma
a'uuI1mlt.

b. Ths miistang" test observers will be emz of ignition soucre
suppression procedures, and will conduct t.bei activities under the "eer-
vieios of the fuelling seuzviseor.

a. 2he airflow evaluations could present to3o sad/or orrosive haboast
dpending an the sooke oArce to be used. Sagins IM and persmnnel inIuMy
to the person p. tticonig the wake ros must also be addressed.

4. an tests to determine fuel spilled if a ehutoff valve fails deood
several questions related to potential haards.

(1) to it possible to rupture a fuel tank dAring these tooim?

(2) Will the awthod used to fail the shutoff valve have any other

effects on the fuel systmo operations? How will this failure be docu•ented?

(3) Will the usual fuel boweer be able to contain the vented fuel
at the rati it would be vented?

(4) Will participants be empoaed to sprayed fuel?

6. The SIM identified Umh potential hazards listed on the attached oalx.
T.he t incolete GUM will be used to assist in developing technical data.
1Final On will be reviewed and a risk level will be assigned at the Pdi¶V
Form 28 qpproval briefing.

RUAIU !KX 4 D7E8 ME;

7. The MB reomvened in the Direcmtorte of Sfety coonference rom on 4"Dec 78.
A lit of attendees in attached.

8, 720 following amwents aptly tro paarp 5 abv.

a. The misting tests shooed soae misting by an PM aircrat and no
mistitng by a produation aircraft, with or without the prototype mp vent
modification. t-er Eaq losive Limit of fuel vapor did not atend mom thin
2inckine from the vent.

b. The airflow tests were not conducted, an further aumlysi• indicated
t wre unnecesmary.

c. The open questions in pagraph 5d o clneed- by disciasloe with
the 7-16 NO fuel engineer. Tests rdalted in 3.8 gallons of fusl being

voited.
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if
d. a sapecil te st md ten aa welapnmt pmosrur --

amver by a mpqmte AEri lam 2, omUtol nt.mr 7-84A.

9. OenGeR G4mufe

a. ]h lweel refutmlln edutoff vle tao oomle 4 evtionm Wal
require the use, of a fuel bm for haxt refuelig *Ad quick t~uraround
opuatioin.

b. Operatim will not be oaonacted am Mrauft with ha t brndMe.

a. A TAB VU shlter area will be simulated with z~. ap m m rbber
tstf l control cone for quick turnaru opamtlons.

d. Two hot refuelirtg, am with JP-5 and the moMd with JP-4, will
be codauctod. Three quick turnaund opeqations will be condted, with
ome of them cobucted at night.

10. Mme 9 reviewed thi final {IA amd waideed the tests to be Low
Risk. Primary considerations were:

a. The F-100 engine doee not constitute a significant ignition sazce
while opwating at Idle, without pooled fuel directly beeath the ewine
Wet.

b. The addition of munitions uperations on the wing oWosite the
refueling operation does not present L significant ignition ource near
the fuel vent.

"c. bining two operations, both of which are designed to be ignition-
smoe-free, does not significantly increase the risk level from that of
the separate operations.
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tUse JP-8 (NtATO F-34)"; dated 14 Feb 78. Thes San A~ntonio Air Logistics Center (SA-
ALC), as system manager for the OV-10A, A-371. and F-SE, reqguested the "FTIC to
evaluate JP-8 fuel for normal use in these aircraft. Those Climatic Laboratory tests
are a portion-of the overall JP-6 fuesl qualification program.
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'F i 1

FPTFOV3ZU ]ra Eovlaee " - '

F-IS iyStea A•VDT&I (Climatic Lab) I Nay 1974

2-3A Climatic Laboratory Tests 14 February 1977

P-16 FSD Climatic Test Program 3 February 1978

1. The Safety Review Board was held at 1300 hours on 23 May 79 In the Safety Conforeac,
limo. in addition to the Board members listed to Sectiem 1I1, the following Individuals
IRre presentr:

"j"r W. Hohteloner 2307/USSb 3240
Capt. Black ? /U5SO 3410
ape J.R. Anderson TUSS/A-37 Pros Mn8 2756
aipt N.A. hath TIOB/OV-0 Proj Pilot 3410
apt R. Grooes TSOS/A-37 Proj Pilot 3410
Hr. R. Stambovsky TZKKS/OV-l0 Proj Eng 2756
r. A.T. Webb TU/F-5I Proj UnS 2750

2. Test Objectives: The primary objeotive of this test is to determine the ailnws
temperature for reliable engine start and operation for the F-35, AV37 and OV-10 uting
JP-4 and Jpo8 fuel An ancillary test will be the cold teaperature evaluation oe the
4-A-1A start cart using JP-S fuel.

3. General Procedures: These tests will be conducted in the Climatic Laboratory at
Eglin APB, Florida. All three aircraft will be positioned in the hangar and be operate
equentially. Teat conditions will involve dry, cold weather tests down to -500F using
hitid-up techniques by gradually decreasing temperatures. The tests will include engine

starts and engine runs up to maximum power using JF-S and JP-4 fuel with lengtne
trimmed to both JP-4 and Ji-8 settings. An. approximate 50/50 mixture of JP-4 and JP-8
fuel may also be tested if funding and time are available.

All operations in the Climatic Laboratory will follow standard laboratory procedures
Prior to conducting these tests another safety review will be held at Eglin AFB.

Specific Procedures: a. Test engine operations will be suepended whenever any fuel.
IN leaks or spills are detected until cleared by appropriate laboratory and Eslkn Fire

epartuent vereonnal.

b. Personnel on the floor of the laboratory will be kept to
the minimum practical for the teat conduct.

c. All engine operations will be conducted by creamebers
are fully qualified to do so.

d. All cockpit engine Instrument are required to be operativ
for engine operation.

o. T.O. restrictionsn and procedures will be followed where! nspecified. It no specific restrictions exist, the test wii foller ALC directions.

.The $D reviewed the attached ORA and the board considered these tests to be Low
Risk due to the extensive experience that Climatic Laboratory personnel have in these
types of tests and the low probabxlity of occurrence of the specific hasards.

I-
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I I APPENDIX C

EXAMPLES OF OPERATING PROCEDURES POR HOT REFUELING AND

WITH ALTERNATE FUELS
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I ALTERNATE FUEL HOT REFUELING

noh aircraft may be operaLed on JP4, NATO F-34. NATO Stop short o" the refueling am afir tanks/atomW matty
F-31 or commercial JET A-1 and JET B. Except for heck. if suspected hot brake or other unsah condition
Pu,- seicing and corrosion inhibitor dillerences, JP-4, eistr, do not enter refteling area. Follow ground crew

-4, F-M0 a I JET A-I are equivalent and the sam directions into the refueling area. and establish
opeating limitations apply. Except for the frsee point communications with the ground crew. If you suspect s
and poibl icingai.d corrosion inhibitordiffererco,JJET malfunction stop refueling. Do not transmit on UHF
B and JP-4 are equivalent and the same operating escept in an emergency. After refueling complete and
limitations apply. when cleared by ground crew, taxi clear eI'the area. Do not

use high power in congested arse.
The engine. should be trimmed for the (bel being used.
1tarts with temperature below -20'C with alternate fiel

may produce more smoke and require a longer time lb
engine light-ol. Ground starts should not be made with Before chewing refueling am -
fuel temperature below -4M"Ce mp t w1. After landing checklist - COMPLETE

The ifllowing restrictions apply when 25% or more of a 2. Avionics - OFF (C, AAI, ILS/TACAN, VSD, HUD.
I second wuel is added. Afterburner operation with JP-S TEWS, RADAR)if while trimmed for JP-4 should be limited to mid range 3. Left. throttle - OFF[ ;Land below to prevent afterburner blowout and possibl 4. Left ongirke master switch - CYCLIC , be

damage. Operation with JPI-4 while trimmed for JP-6 is TO IF-1-572)
f limited to 2.2 Ma-h or below to prevent compressor 5. Ca.apy - CLOSED

damge. hot refueling with the canopy closed provides
maximum protection in the event of& fire. Do not

N• Due to alternate fel freme points, fuel in external tanks dipct onal leatdSowy &A transfer after sustained olperation (5 minutes or Fue~l quantity - NOTE

Wowgr) below 200 knot above 25,000 et or 25 knots
above 45,0W rbt

F-34 may not contain corrosion inhibitor and F-M, JET ODurit refueling -
i b-I and JET B may not contain icing or corrosion

Inhibitors. Restrict operation without icing inhibitor to 7. Keep hanads visible to refuling supervisor.i ~ ~ ~~aon flight. Restrict operation without corralin inhibitor B rpm osu onotn n v'a

: to 10, nesec, t .�1 na� aircraft or taxi clear ofo'ae as diec by ground
f': • crew if an tnerpec occurs

After reWhling -

I L. Ful quantity indicator - CHECK AND NOTE

*1 TOAt QUANTITY

f A

Aaj NON&II
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS, EVALUATION AND PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS
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INT'RODUiCTION

The final report on the fuel subsystem evaluation will
give a brief description of the fuel system and draw
attention to leading particulars and to the basic logic of
its operation. For each test the aircraft model# designation
and serial number wili be given. The general approach will
be to describe each group of tests in turn# briefly state
the relevant evaluation criteria and state whether these
are met. Theme criteria include both specification
requirements and the general overriding requirement for
operational suitability. If the fuel subsystem fails to
meet a specification requirement it may still be considered
operationally acceptablei Further it may meet specific
requirements and still bi considered operationally unsuitable.

When the criteria are not not enough detail must provided
to effectively define the short fall in each case, tabular
summaries will be given. Where appropriate, as in dynamic
conditions in general, time histories will be presented
with attention drawn to the important parameters.

For ease of reference objectives, pertinent paramenters,
criteria and report presentation recommendations are summarized
below for each test.

GROUND TESTS

Quantity System Calibrationt

Objectives.

1. To determine usable fuel quantity.

it 2. To correlate usable fuel in the aircraft

*with indicated fuel quantity.

3. If center of gravity indication is provided, to
compute actual versus indicated center gravity.

4. Specific objectives requested by the Program
Office.

Key Parameters. Actual and indicated fuel in each
tank, actuai ana Indicated total fuel, actual and indicated
fuel center of gravity if relevantl usable fuel, fuel density.

Criteria. Accuracy, and clarity, of fuel quantity
presentation. comments on behavior of the quantity system
presentation under dynamic flight conditions should be
included. Accuracy of low and *bingo' warnings.

Presentation. Data will be presented in narrative
form supported by tabular and graphic data.
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FT

Narrative This Will include overall results,
conclusions, qualifying remarks# etc.

Tabular Data This will include the followings

1. Identifying information such as date, aircraft
serial number, test point number, tank being filled/amptied,
etc.

2. Aircraft weight.

3. Aircraft deck angle

4. Gallons of fuel removed or added since last
weighing.

5. T•mperature of fuel

6. Density of fuel (or specific weight)

7. Individual fuel quantity gauge readings and
totaliter readings.

B. Operation of low level and bingo" fuel
warnings.

SGraphic Dta This will consist of plots of actual
[ fuel weight (corrected for temperature/density) versus

N \indicated fuel weight and indicator error versus actual
fuel weight (with production tolerance bands shown).
The volume of fuel at each tank cut-off will be shown.

Ground Regueling/Defueling Evaluation:

OObectives. These ares

f!n 1. To determine maximum ground refueling and

"defueling rates for basic airplane and airplane with external

n2. T evaluate ground refueling/defueling proce-

dures and checklists.

3. Specific objectives requested by the Program
* Office.

Key parameters. These are refueling rate in
gravity and pressur refueling, defueling rate, practicality
and problem areas.

Criteria. These are refueling rate and time to
refuel, practicality and problem areas such as poor access,
fuel foaming in gravity refueling, leakage, excessive

128
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manifold pressure, venting and any other safety items.
Also ease, practicality and rate of defueling and safety/
problem areas including ease and safety of defueling after
a wheelsup landing. If hot turnaround is required criteria
include speed, and special safety procedures required.

- IPresentation. Data will be presented in narrative

form supported by tabular and graphic data.

Narrative This will include overall results,
conclusions, qualifying remarks, etc.

Tabular Data This will include the following:

1. Identifying information such as date, aircraft,
serial number, refucl/defuel method.

2. Begin and end fuel quantity I
3. Elapsed time

4. Average or significant pressures

5. Remarks

Graphic Data This will include the following-.

1. Fiel flow/fuel pressure relationships

S2. Time history plots of surge pressures at tank
shut-off.

3. Still photographs
Accessibility and Maintainability Requirements:

Accessibility and maintainability evaluation involves
the Human Factors and the Reliability and Maintainability
Branch within Flight Test Engineering and the Technical
Order Verification Management Division of Maintenance and
Supply. Usually the fuel subsystem flight test engineer
will not take the lead role in these tests, but he should
make h.iaself, aware of what is being done and include
appropriate data and comment in his report.

Objectives. These are:
1. To verify operational suitability

2. To verify compliance with the general requirements
of MIL-F-038363.

3. To verify compliance with the appropriate end
item specification.
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4. Specific objectives requested by the Program
Office.

Key Parameters. Accessibility and time required to
perform manual servi ng and maintenance, particularly
items summarized in Table 6 (Page 65)

Criteria. These are:

1. Accessibility
2. Maintainability under operational condition

with standard tools.

3. Criteria summarized in Table 6.

Presentation. This will include an overall assess-
ment incTiOngi favorable comment when applicable. In cases
where the aircraft does not meet requirements sufficient
detail must be given to clearly define the problem.

Narrative An overall assessment will be given,
supported by sufticient narrative description to clearly
define problems. Temporary and permanent solutions will be
suggested when appropriate.

Tabular Data This will be used as appropriate to
summarize results in readily understandable form. These

N •,idata may be available from Reliability and Maintainability
or from Technical Ordez Verifications.

Graphical Good photographic records are a most
effective presentation tool and are essential.

Ground Fuel Transfer Evaluation:

I These are:

1. To evaluate the normal fuel management system

(if the fuel management system is automatic it may tave
been necessary to perform these tests, with engines running,
along with the tests with boost pumps failed. These are
discussed in the next group).

check 2. To evaluate fuel management procedures and
WO check lists presented in the Flight Manual.

3. To evaluate backup/emergency fuel management
procedures while on the ground.

4. To determine fuel transfer rates.

130
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5. Specific objectives requested by the Program Office.

Key Parameters. Rate of transfer, center of gravity.

Criteria. Ease of accomplishment, impact on crew
workload, logical sequence, safety and potential problem
areas. Adequate control of center of gravity using fuel
management proceduces and check lists presented in the Flight
Manual.

Presentation. Data will be presented along with
evaluations of in flight fuel management and data from
inflight fuel transfer tests.

Narrative An overall assessment of fuel manage-
ment procedures will be presented, with favorable comment
as appropriate. Problem areas should be clearly defined
and any temporary or permanent solutions suggested when
appropriate. This assessment will cover both normal
sequencing procedures and procedures used to correct
imbalance.

Tabular Data Conditions tested, transfer times
and other appropriate data will be presented in tabular
"form.

The tabular data will include the following:

1. Identifying information such as date, aircraft,
serial number, test sequence number, etc.

2. Contributing tank

3. Receiving tank

4. Initial and final quantity readings

5. Center of gravity before and after transfer

6. Elapsed time

7. Remarks

Graphical Graphical presentation will be used as
- appropriatee Photographic documentation of problem areas
. is essential. Curves will be presented of center of gravity

versus fuel remaining for systems using automatic sequencing,
with center of gravity limits indicated if appropriate.

Ground Evaluation of Operation with Failed Boost PWmps:

Objectives. These are:

1. To perform a preliminary evaluation of fuel feed
with boost pumps failed, as a precaution before proceeding
to flight test.
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2. To perform a preliminary evaluation of fuel sequencing,
when this is automatic and cannot be tested without running
the engines.

3. Any specific objectives requested by the Programoffice.

Key Parameters. Engine fuel flows and engine fuel inlet
pressure and, if fuel management is being evaluated, quantities
in individual tanks and airplane center of gravity versus
fuel used

Criteria. These are:

1. Absence of fluctuations

2. Engine fuel inlet pressure at least 5 psi above
the fuel vapor pressure (Table 8, Page 73).

3. If automatic sequencing is being evaluated, control
of center of gravity within prescribed limits and emptying
droppable tanks first.

-. Presentation. Resul's will be presented along with
results from subsequent flight tests in narrative form
supported by tables and time histories.

N•
t  Narrative The narrative description will briefly

describe the tests performed and state when the results are
satisfactory. If anomalies are encountered these will be
described in sufficient detail to effectively define the
problem.

Tabular Data Tests performed, test conditions and
data will Be-summarized with appropriate comments.

"Graphical Data Representative time histories willbe presented which will include engine fuel flows and engine
inlet pressures. If automatic sequencing is being evaluated,
graphs will be presented of individual tank quantities and
airplane center of gravity versus fuel quantities with center
of gravity constraints indicated.

Ground Evaluation for Aerial Refueling:

The ground tests are to ensure that the aerial
refueling system is acceptable to proceed to flight test.
If results are satisfactory they will probably not be
included in the final report, but adequate documentation,
including photographic records, must be maintained.

aObjectives. Specific objectives are tot
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1. To perform fit and functional test'l of the
aerial refueling s stem and ensure receiver/tanker compat-
ability prior to flight test

2.T determine fuel flow rate and pressures during
fuel transfer

3. To determine surge pressures when the tanker
fuel pumps are turned on, at shut-off of individual tanksI 'I (if applicable) and at fuel shut-off when the receiver isif full.

4. To evaluate lighting for night refueling.

5. Specific objeactives requested by the System
Program office.

Criteria. These include:

1. All components function satisfactorily

2. Tanker/receiver compatible

1 3. Surge pressure within limits

4. No leaks

5. Lighting for night refueling satisfactory

kPresentation. Results of ground test, if
satisfactory, will probably not be included in the final

1 report but must be documented for internal record. Anomalies

will be reported.

Narrative The narrative will summarize the tests
performed and provide adeq~uate description of anomalies.

Tabular Data Tabular summaries will be kept on

- ~ the tests performed, Uest conditions, results and comments.

4, Ttal ueltransferred

5. Receiver manifold pressure

6. Individual tank contents
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7. Number of tanker pumps operating

8. Surge pressure at shut--off and when receiver is
filled to capacity.

9. Still photographs and notion picture records
will be retained.

FLIGHT TESTS OTHER THAN AERIAL REFUELING

Functioning in Climbs, Dives and Maneuvers:

This is a very important part of fuel system flight

testing which must uncover any potentially dangerous
operating conditions within the flight envelopes in nominal
and degraded fuel system operating modes.

Objectives. These are:

1. To demonstrate proper feed and transfer in
climbs, rapid descents and all permissible stressing
maneuvers.

2. To demonstrate proper pressurization and venting.

3. To demonstrate proper functions of explosion
suppression subsystem, 4-f of inert gas type.

I Offce *4. Any specific objectives requested by the Program

Ke aaees These are engine inlet pressures,
boost and transfer pump pressures, differential pressures

across fuel tank walls and vent pressures.
Criteria. These are:

1. Satisfactory fuel feed to engines in all

permissible maneuvers.

2. Ability to complete mission after a single
failure.

3. Differentral pressures within design limits.

falue.4. Ability to recover aircraft after a double

5. Immediate attention of crew never required.

6. With inert gas type explosion suppression, the
oxygen content in the inerted space not to exceed 10
percent.
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Presentation. Data will be presented in narrative
form supported by tabular and graphical data.

Narrative The narrative will summarize overall
results, concluslons and any necessary qualifying remarks
or explanation. Satisfactory operation will be specifically
reported. Anomalies will be reported in sufficient detail
to clearly define the problem.

Tabular Data Test conditions will be summarised
in tables which will Include the followings

1. Identifying information such as data, flight
number, aircraft serial number, etc.

z 2. Begin and end altitude

3. Engine power settings

4. Airspeed

5. Plight condition, i.e, climb turn, normal load
facter (nz) sideslip, climb rate, etc.

6. Elapsed time

7. Remarks

pGraphical Time histories will be presented for
each test with the pertinent parameters identified (Table9B).

Functioning and Fuel Management in Steady Level Flight:

These tests evaluate the functioning of the fuel system
in long range cruise in the nominal operating mode and with
various types and degrees of degradation by component
failure.

Objectives. These are:

1. To demonstrate satisfactory feed, transfer and
center of gravity control in nominal operation and with
various levels of component failure.

2. To demonstrate low fuel warning.

3. Specific objectives requested by the Program
Office.

Key Parameters. These will include:

1. Flight condition (airspeed, altitude, Mach no.)
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2. Engine settings

3. Engine fuel flow

4. Engine fuel inlet pressures

5. Fuel temperatures

6. Transfer rates and sequences

7. Quantities in tanks

8. Center of gravity position

Criteria. These include:

1. Satisfactory automatic sequencing and center
of gravity control on aircraft normally operated by a single
pilot.

by a2. Crew work load, on aircraft not normally operated
byasingle pilot, and clarity of procedures.

3. Immediate attention of crew never required.

44. Simplicity and clarity of procedures in degraded
modes,

5. Correct operation of low level and "bingo"
f (pilot set) warnings.

Presentation. Results will be presented in narrative
form supported b-y tabular and graphic data.

Narrative The narrative will summarize overall
results, conclusios and any necessary remarks and

Vexplanations. Satisfactory operation will be specifically
reported. Anomalies will be reported in sufficient detail
to effectively define the problem.

I' Tabular Data Tabular summaries will be proesented
of the conditions test~ed, which will include nominal and
degraded operating modes, with comments on operation as
appropriate. Conditions under which anomalies occurred
will be defined in tabular form listing all pertinent
conditions. These will vary between cases but will at
least included the key parameters listed above.

1~Graphical Time histories will be presented of
the key parameters in all anomalous cases.

Fuel Transfer Testes:
Tests will also be made specifically to evaluate correc-

tion of lateral or longitudinal center of gravity by fuel
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ObJectives. These are:

1. Tb determine inflight fuel transfer rates.

2. To evaluate fuel management procedures and
checklists presented in the Plight Manual.

3. Specific objectives requested by the Program
j kOffice.

Key Parameters. There aret

1. Identifying information such as date, flight
number, aircraft serial number, test sequence number# etc.

2. Contributing tank

3. Receiving tank

4. Begin and end fuel cqntities

5. Elapsed time

6. Altitude

7. Airspeed
8. Flight conditions, i.e., turn, climb, normal load

facter (nz), sideslip etc.

9. Crew workload

Criteria. These are:

1. Ease of accomplishment of transfer.

2. Impact on crew workload

3. Practicability, logical sequence of check list
items potential problem areas and safety.

Presentation. Presentation will be in the form of a
narrative supported by tabular and graphic data as appropriate.
Both flight tests and preliminary ground tests will be
covered.

Narrative The tests performed will be briefly
summarised and overall conclusiions stated. Problem areas
will be described in sufficient detail to enable the reader
to undorstand the problem.

Tabular Data These will summarize the conditions
tested, including the key parameters listed above, with
cOMlents.
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Grphical Time histories will be included as
appropriates Photographic documentation of problem areas
should be provided if needed for clear presentation of
procedural difficulties.

Fuel Jettison Evaluation:

Objectives. These are:

1. To evaluate the capability and safety of fuel
Jettison.

2. To determine fuel Jettison rates.

3. To evaluate the checklists presentd in the Flight
oanual.

4. Specific objectives requested by the program
office.

Key parameters. Theoe are:

1. Altitude or altitude range

2. Airspeed or airspeed range
I

3. Begin and end fuel quantity in each tank being
dumped.

4. Elapsed time

5. Flight conditions, i.e., normal load factor nz,
sideslp, climb, etc.

6. Any impingement of fuel on or entry of fumes into1 • any part of the aircraft.

7. Any safety problems

Criteria. These are:

1. Ease and safety of Jettison procedure

2. Time required

Presentation. Data will be presented in narrative
form supported by tabular and graphic data.

Narrative This will sumarize overall results,
conclusions and necessary qualifying remarks. Optimum
Jettison conditions and sensitivity to these conditions
will be briefly discussed.
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Tabular Data Tabular summaries will be presented,
of the toes aonducteG, including the key parameters above,
remarks. and flight Identification (date, flight number,
aircraft etc.)

Functioning with Cross Feed and During Transienta

Objectives. These area

1. To demonstrate that any/all engines can be fed
satisfactorily from any tank(s).

"To demonstrate that fuel flow to one engine can
be varied vithout affecting fuel flow to other engine(s).

3. To demonstrate satisfactory transient response

to charnqe in engine setting, boost pump operation and
other pertinent operating conditions.

4. Any specific objectives requested by the Program; .! Office.

Key Parameters. These area

1. Engine fuel inlet pressures

2. Fuel flows

3. Quantities in tanks

4. Engine settings

Criteria. Those area

, 1. That all/any engines can be fed from any feed
tank throughout the range of required fuel flow.

2. That the fuel flow to any engine can be changed
without affecting the fuel flow to other engine(a).

3. That no adverse transients result from changes4 • in engine setting, boost or transfer pump operation or
cross feed arrangement.

Presentation. Data will be presented in narrative
form supported Wy tabular data and time histories.

Narrative This will summarise overall results
including areas of satisfactory operation, conclusions and

H necessary qualifying remarks. Anomalies will be reported
in sufficient.detail to eotoctively define the problem.
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Tabular Data Tahular summaries will be presented
of the tests conaucted which will include the key parameters
and appropriate comments on the results.

Graphical Time histories of key parameters will
by presentse for a 1 transient response tests.

AERIAL REFUELING

An has already been stated# aerial refueling tests
involve the compatibility interface between two aircraft#
receiver and tanker, as well as the functional adequacy of
the aerial refueling system on the receiver. Because of
this, testing, analysis and evaluation require flexibility
and alertness on the part of the flight test engineer and
are less suitable than many other aspects of fuel system
testing to a fixed, cookbook approach.

Aerial refueling subsystem evaluation is similar in
most respects for boom/receptacle and probe/drogue techniques.
For the sake of conciseness and clarity the discussion
below primarily addresses the boom/receptacle technique,
with variations associated with the probe/drogue technigue

* I pointed out when necessary.

The following areas will now be discussed:

N' •1. Flight envelope evaluation

2. Contact and disconnect envelope evaluation

3. Fuel transfer rate and pressure surge

i I 4. Reverse refueling

5. Emergency/backup mode evaluation

6. Night operation

Flight Envelope Evaluation:

Ojeive. The objective of this phase is to
determine e st airspeed/altitude ranges over which the
receivers and the tanker are compatible over adequate ranges
of gross weights.

fie Key Parameters. These are:

1. Receiver and tanker gross weights and centers of
gravity.

2. Airspeed
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4. Turbulence

S. Relative positions

6. Engine settings

7. Flap settings/speed brake settings

ot} iS. Any handling problems

Criteria. Theme aret

1. Ease of position keeping# handling qualities.

2. Weight, altitude and speed ranges over which the
tanker and receiver aircraft are compatible sufficient for
adequate fuel transfer.

Presentation. This will consist of a narrative
supported by tabular and graphical data (including photographic).

Narrative A narrative discussion will be presented
of the speed/altitude/weight and relative position compat-
ibility envelopes, and of the associatead handling qualities
of the two aircraft. Comments will be made on the factors
limiting the range of compatibility and on any significant
problem areas. In tests using a Boom Drogue Adapter the

f limits on boom elevation angle will be discussed.

Tabular Data Tabular summaries will be presented
of the key parameters for all conditions tested with
appropriate remarks.

Graphical Plots will be presented of the altitude,airspeed, booi angbe and boom extension envelopes.

Photographs will be included as appropriate. (Photo coverage
under the next tests (contact and disconnect) may be

.sufficient.)tu

Contact and Disconnect Envelope Evaluation:

Objective. The objective of this test is to

estabilish the boom azimuth, elevation and extension
envelopes (RC-135) or roll, elevation and extension envelopes
(KC-10) over which contacts and disconnects can be performed
without interference or binding between boom nozzle and
receptacle or other problems. For probe/drogue refueling
with the KC-130 or KC-10 the parameter is the position of
the receiver, since there is no boom.

Key Parameters. These aret
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1. Flight conditions

2. Boom elevation (if applicable)

3. Boom azimuth (KC-135) or roll angle (KC-10) (if
applicable)

4. Boom extension (if applicable)

"5. Receiver position (probe/drogue) at inner andS~outer drogue limits.

6. Boom/probe loads at contact or disconnect

7. Drogue extension (probe/drogue)

8, Turbulence (normally qualitative, but supported
by quantitative measure if available).

Criteria. These are:

1. Boom/probe loads at disconnect

2. Clean disconnect

3. Envelope limits

Presentation. A summary narrative will be given,
supported by tabuar and graphical data including photographs.

Narrative An overall narrative summary will be
presented giving areas of satisfactory operation and discussing
the criteria by which the disconnect envelopes were
established. Problem areas such as binding of the nozzle
will be adequately defined.

Tabular Data Tabular summaries will be presented
for all the tests giving test identification data, the
values of the control parameters and comments.

Graphical Plots will be provided of the disconnect
envelope. Photographs will be included as appropriate.

Fuel Transfer Rate and Pressure Surge Evaluation:

I Objectives. This is to determine the maxirum
transfer flow rates which can be achieved without exceeding
the design limits on steady state and surge pressures and
the associated combination of receiver tanks and flow
rates (number of operating tanker pumps).
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Key Parameters. These are:

S1. Surat- pressures
• • 2. Steady pressures

i 3. Fuel flow rate

4. Receiving tanks

5. Number of tanker pumps operating

6. In the case of probe/drogue refueling, time to
completely fuel the receiver from minimum fuel to full.

7. In the case of the KC-130, surge pressure due
to disconnect of a second receiver aircraft on the opposite
drogue. j

8. Total fuel transferred.

usbCriteria. The surge and steady state pressures

must be within design limits when the particular combination
of receiver tanks and flow rates is used.

X Presentation. Presentation will consist of narrative,
supported by tabular and graphical data (including photographic).

Narrative A narrative summary will be presented of
overall resuts -and conclusions, with qualifying comments
as necessary. Anomalies will be described in sufficient

detail to effectively define the problem.

Tabular Data Tabular data will include the following:
I •1. Identifying data such as date, flight number,

* aircraft serial number, day or night, test sequence number,
* wet or dry contact, type disconnect, etc.

2. Boom position

3. Airspeed

"4. Altitude

14• 5. Fuel flowrate

6. Steady state fuel pressure
7. Number and identification of receiver tanks

8. Surge pressure

9. No. of tanker pumps used
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10. Total fuel transferred

11. Flight conditions

12. Remarks

nmGraphical The graphic data will present fuel flow
versus numr of accepting tanks and fuel manifold pressure
versus fuel flow. Photographs will be included as
appropriate.

Reverse Refueling:

Objecive* The objective of this task is to verify
the feasi~biity of reverse refueling from a large receiver
aircraft to the tanker and to determine the relationship
between flow rate and the number of supplying tanks/pumps
per tank being used to reverse refuel the tanker.

Key Parameters. These are:

1. Flow rate

2. Number of supplying tanks/pumps

3. Tanks being reverse refueled

4. Manifold pressures

N1  5. Total fuel transferred

Criteria. The primary criteria are flow rate and

the required numbers of supplying tanks and pumps per tank.-I Presentation. Results will be presented in the form
of narrative supported by tabular and graphiical data with
photographs as appropriate.

NarrativeThenrrativewillsmmarizeoveral

results, primarily feasibility and capability, with comments
and qualifying remarks as necessary.

Tabular Data Tabular data will include flight/test
identification, the abve key parameters and comments.

AGraphical Curves such as plots of flow rate versus
number of PUMPS Should be presented if the results are
compatible with this format, with photographs as appropriate.
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Bmergency/Backup Mode Evaluations

S.: ctie. The objective of this task is to evaluate

functioning In emergency/backup modes such ass

1. Manual opening of refueling door

2. Emergency boom latching

3. Stiff boom refueling (pressure refueling)

4. Tension disconnects

5. Independent disconnect (KC-10).

Key parameters.

Manual opening of refueling door Simple verification
unless problems occur, then the nature and flight circumstances
of the problems.

Emergency boom latching As above

Stiff boom refueling Key parameters are

1. Flow rate

2. Fuel pressureK 3. Flow leakage

4. Flight conditions

* Tension disconnects Key parameters are

1. Boom loads at tension disconnect and independent
"disconnect.

2. Boom position

3. Flight conditions

Presentation. Reporting will consist of a narrative
summary of results supported as necessary by tabular and
graphical (including photographic) data.

Narrative Narrative reporting of objectives 1 and
2 will simply report verification unless problems are
encountered, in which case the problems must be discussed
in sufficient detail to effectively define their nature.
Narrative reporting of objectives 3, 4 and 5 will summarise
results with appropriate comments and qualifications.
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Tabular Data If anomalies occur with objectives
1 and 2 sufficient tabular data will be presented to effec-
tively summarize the problems and the conditions under
which they occur. For objectives 3 and 4 tabular data
will be presented which will include.

1. Flight and test identification

2. Flight conditions j
3. Fuel flow rate (objective 3)

4. Fuel leakage (objective 3)

5. Boom position

6. Boom/loads at disconnect (objective 4)

Graphical Photographs must be provided as appropriate
to illustrate problem areas.

Night Operation:

Objective. The objective of this test is to evaluate4 the suitaSility of the lighting for night operation.

Criteria and Key Parameters. These are:'

1. Similarity of approach, hookup, disconnect, and
backaway procedures to daylight operations.

2. Effectiveness placement, brightness/dimness and
L aiming of receptacle and formation lights.

3. Availability and usefulness of visual references,
vertigo tendencies, etc.

4. Distractive light sources within the receiver

cockpit such as instruments, radar scopes, etc.

5. Effectiveness of director lights

Presentation. A narrative presentation will be
used summarizing the comments made by a cross section of
crews in both aircraft on the above subject. Photographic
illustrations should be included if appropriate.
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ALL-WEATHER TESTING

All weather testing of the fuel system is integrated
into all weather testing of the total aircraft and support
system to evaluate operational suitability over the full
requ~ired range of environmental conditions. For detail of
facilities and procedures See Reference 3.

Objectives:

These are:

1. To verify that the fuel system operates without
deficiencies over the full range of environmental conditions
without attention from the crew.

2. ovrf serviceability and maintainability over
the full required range of environmental conditions.

3. Any specific objectives requested by the System
Program Office.

Key Parameters:

These are the parameters identified in Table 9A and 9B
(Page 72) for the individual tests discussed earlier plus
any additional parameters necessary to define test conditions
such as:

ri1 . environmental parameters Ctest humidity, dew point,

j2. duration of hot or cold soak.

K3. fuel temperatures

F Criteria:

These are for the individual tests discussed earlier plus:

1. functioning of seals etc

2. functioning of components such as refueling doors,
latches, etc.

Presentation:

There may be two reports. An All-Weather testing report
will address the All-Weather test program an a whole#
describing the test setup and giving full details of the
operational profiles flown or simulated. Results specific
to the fuel system will, however, usually be reported in a
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fuel subsystem evaluation report. This report will summarize
the test conditions covered and the types of operational
profiles flown or simulated.

Narrative. A narrative summary will be given
including a general statement of satisfactory operation of
a component when appropriate. Problem areas will be reported
in sufficient detail to clearly define the problems and the
conditions under which they occur. *

Tabular Data. Complete tabular summaries must be
presented of the tes Its and test conditions with comments.

Graphical. Time histories and other graphical data
will be iiiii--e-TO as appropriate. Full photographic
documentation is essential.

ALTERNATE FUEL TESTING

Objectives: These are:

fues.1. To evaluate fuel subsystem operation on alternate

J2. To identify differences in operating characteristics
of the fuel system with alternate fuels as compared to
operation on the primary fuel.

N> 3. To check for leaks

4. Specific objectives requested by the System

Program Office.

Key Parameters:IIKey parameters are fuel transfer and cg control,
fuel temperature, quantity system calibration.

Criteria:

The fuel system shall function satisfactorily over
* the full range of operational conditions using nominal

procedures or reasonable special procedures.

Presentation:

Data appropriate to the specific test will be
presented, as discussed above for tests with the baseline
fuel under the appropriate heading*. Fuel stample reports
on the batches of alternate fuel used will be included
(heat of combustion, density, viscosity, flash point).
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Slatisfactory operation will be sumnarised In clear statements

that the function was satisfactortly performed, Problem
areas will be reported in sufficient detail to clearly
state the problem and the condition* under which It was
encountered, with photographs as appropriate.
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